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News @ a glance 
POLITY 

1) UAE confers 'Order of Zayed' 
to PM Modi 

Why in news? 
▪ Prime Minister Narendra Modi was 

honoured with the 'Order of Zayed', the 
UAE's highest civilian award, in 
recognition of his pivotal role in building 
the strategic relationship between the 
two countries.  

▪ The award - it is named after the founding 
father of the UAE, and it is conferred in 
the birth centenary year of Sheikh Zayed. 
Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan served 
as President of the United Arab Emirates 
since the formation of the Federation on 
2nd December 1971 and as Ruler of the 
Emirate of Abu Dhabi since 1966. 

India and UAE 
▪ There are historical and comprehensive 

strategic ties between UAE and India. An 
annual bilateral trade of about USD 60 
billion, the UAE is India's third-largest 
trade partner. It is also the fourth-largest 
exporter of crude oil for India.  A 3.3 
million-strong vibrant Indian community 
in the UAE nourishes the vibrant people-
to-people contacts between our two 
friendly countries. 

UAE – Federal Constitutional Monarchy 
▪ Location - The United Arab Emirates is a 

country in Western Asia at the southeast 
end of the Arabian Peninsula on the 
Persian Gulf 

▪ Borders - Oman to the east and Saudi 
Arabia to the south and west, as well as 
sharing maritime borders with Qatar to 
the west and Iran to the north.  

▪ Capital: Abu Dhabi 
▪ Currency: United Arab Emirates dirham 
▪ //economictimes.indiatimes.com/articles

how/70817695.cms?utm_source=content

ofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_camp
aign=cppst 

2) Manmohan Singh set to lose 
SPG cover  

▪ GS Paper III – Internal security; security 
forces and their mandate 

▪ The government is likely to withdraw the 
Special Protection Group (SPG) from 
former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh’s 
security detail. 

▪ The decision, reportedly taken after a 
three-month review involving the Cabinet 
Secretariat and the Ministry of Home 
Affairs with inputs from intelligence 
agencies the Research and Analysis Wing 
and the Intelligence Bureau has not yet 
been formally communicated in writing, 
but was “orally” conveyed to the former 
Prime Minister. 

 
What is SPG? 
▪ It is a special force under the act SPG, 

1988. The SPG was set up in 1985 after 
the assassination of Prime Minister Indira 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/70817695.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/70817695.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/70817695.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/70817695.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
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Gandhi, and Parliament passed the SPG 
Act in 1988 dedicating the group to 
protecting the Prime Minister of India.   

▪ At the time, the Act did not include former 
Prime Ministers. After Rajiv Gandhi was 
assassinated in 1991 the SPG Act was 
amended, offering SPG protection to all 
former Prime Ministers and their families 
for a period of at least 10 years. 

3) Dr. Manmohan Singh 
continues to have Z+ security: 
MHA 

▪ GS Paper III – Internal security; security 
forces and their mandate 

Who get Z +, Z, Y and X category security 
in India and why? 

▪ In India, police and the local government 
provide security to dignitaries. On the 
basis of information given by the 
intelligence department, different persons 
are provided different categories of 
security.  

▪ The security system in India is divided 
into four categories: Z + (highest level); Z, 
Y and X.  According to the threat 
perception high category security is 
provided to the Prime Minister, the 
President, Chief Ministers, Union 
Ministers, MPs, MLAs, bureaucrats, 
former bureaucrats, judges, former 
judges, businessmen, cricketers, film 
stars, saints at times even common 
person.  

 
How is the protection formulated and 

approved? 
▪ A person facing a threat files an 

application at the police station nearest to 
his/her residence. Then, the case is 
forwarded to the intelligence agencies to 
find out the threat posed to the person. 
When the threat is confirmed, a 
committee comprising the Home 
Secretary, Director General and the Chief 
Secretary in the state decides which 
category of security is to be given to that 
person. After this, the details of the 
person are also given to the Union Home 
Ministry for formal approval.  

▪ Agencies - SPG (Special Protection Group), 
NSG (National Security Guards), ITBP 

(Indo-Tibetan Border Police) and CRPF 
(Central Reserve Police Force) 

Z+ 
▪ It is the highest category security in India. 

It offers a security cover of 55 personnel, 
including 10+ NSG Commandos + Police 
Personnel. Each commando is an expert in 
martial arts and unarmed combat. Z+ 
security is provided by the NSG 
commandos equipped with sophisticated 
MP5 guns, and modern communication 
gadgets. Only 12-17 VIPs in the country 
are provided the Z+ security. 

Z 
▪ This is the second level of security.  Z 

category provides a security cover of 22 
personnel, including 4 or 5 NSG 
Commandos + Police Personnel. It is 
provided by the Delhi police or the ITBP 
or CRPF personnel along with one escort 
car. 

Y 
▪ This is the third level of security.  Y 

category has a security cover of 11 
personnel, including 1 or 2 Commandos + 
Police Personnel. It offers two personal 
security officers (PSOs). There are a 
considerable number of people who get 
this category of protection in India. 

X 
▪ This is the fourth level of security. X 

category has a security cover of 2 
personnel (No Commando, Only Armed 
Police Personnel).  It is provided by one 
PSO (personal security officer). Again, a 
considerable number of people get this 
category of protection in India. 

▪ https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-
knowledge/who-get-z-z-y-and-x-security-
in-india-and-why-1517554681-1 

 

4) Kerala, Tamil Nadu and 
Himachal tops India’s child 
well-being index  

▪ GS Paper II – Society; public health and 
governance           

Why in news?  
▪ A report released by the non-government 

organization World Vision India and 
research institute IFMR LEAD states that 
Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Himachal Pradesh 
and Puducherry topped the charts in the 

https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/who-get-z-z-y-and-x-security-in-india-and-why-1517554681-1
https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/who-get-z-z-y-and-x-security-in-india-and-why-1517554681-1
https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/who-get-z-z-y-and-x-security-in-india-and-why-1517554681-1
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child well-being index, a tool designed to 
measure and track children’s well-being 
comprehensively. Meghalaya, Jharkhand 
and Madhya Pradesh featured at the 
bottom. 

The report 
▪ The report is an attempt to look at how 

India fairs on child well-being using a 
composite child well-being index. It 
focuses on the three key dimensions, 24 
indicators were selected to develop the 
computation of the child well-being 
index.   

▪ The dimensions of the index include 
healthy individual development, positive 
relationships and protective contexts. 
Some of the key indicators that need to be 
studied in the future include mobile 
usage, digital access, financial literacy, 
mental health and quality of relationships 
etc. 

 
Significance – 
1. The report highlights the multi-

dimensional approach towards measuring 
child well-being — going beyond mere 
income poverty 

2. The India child well-being index is a 
crucial report that can be mined both by 

the Government and civil organisations to 
achieve the goal of child well-being. 

3. This report provides insights on health, 
nutrition, education, and sanitation and 
child protection. 

4. Calls for States to look at their respective 
scores on the dimensions of child well-
being, and to prepare for priority areas of 
intervention with specific plans of action. 

5. The primary objectives of this index are to 
garner attention to the under-researched 
theme of child well-being in India, and 
inspire further academic and policy 
conversations on related issues. 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/news/nation
al/other-states/kerala-tn-himachal-tops-
indias-child-well-being-index-says-
report/article29272084.ece 

 

5) Fit India movement (The 
Hindu 30th august) 

▪ GS paper II – Society and human resource 
development 

Why in news?  
▪ Prime Minister launched the Fit India 

Movement on the occasion of National 
Sports day, saying the initiative was the 
need of the hour and will take the country 
towards a healthier future.  This 
movement is being launched on the birth 
anniversary of Major Dhyan Chand, the 
hockey wizard. 

Highlights 
▪ Technology has contributed to a 

sedentary lifestyle. 
▪ Fitness has always been an integral part 

of our culture. But there is indifference 
towards fitness issues now. 

▪ Losing relevance of traditional sports and 
games 

▪ Lifestyles diseased on the rise like 
diabetics, hypertension. 

▪ Lowering of public spaces for fitness 
activities in urban centres. 

Major Dhyan Chand  
▪ Dhyan Chand - was an Indian hockey 

player and one of the greatest hockey 
players in the history of the sport. He was 
known for his extraordinary goal-scoring 
feats, in addition to earning three Olympic 
gold medals, in 1928, 1932 and 1936, 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/kerala-tn-himachal-tops-indias-child-well-being-index-says-report/article29272084.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/kerala-tn-himachal-tops-indias-child-well-being-index-says-report/article29272084.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/kerala-tn-himachal-tops-indias-child-well-being-index-says-report/article29272084.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/kerala-tn-himachal-tops-indias-child-well-being-index-says-report/article29272084.ece
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during an era where India dominated field 
hockey.  

▪ Livemint.com 

6) Collegium names judges for 4 
SC vacancies  

▪ GS Paper II – Constitution and Polity; 
judicial appointments; Collegium system 

Why in news? 
▪ The Supreme Court Collegium led by Chief 

Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi has made a 
slew of recommendations to fill four 
vacancies in the Supreme Court and for 
appointments of Chief Justices in eight 
High Courts across the country.  

▪ The Supreme Court published its 
resolutions recommending Chief Justices 
of Punjab and Haryana, Rajasthan, 
Himachal Pradesh and Kerala High Courts 
– Justices Krishna Murari, S. Ravindra 
Bhat, V. Ramasubramanian and 
Hrishikesh Roy — for appointment to the 
Supreme Court. 

Constitutional provisions 
▪ Article 124 to 147 in Part V of the Indian 

Constitution envisages the powers, 
independence and jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court.  

▪ The maximum strength of the Supreme 
Court can be 31 judges (one Chief Justice 
and 30 other judges) while currently 
there are just 27 judges (including Chief 
Justice) working in the Supreme Court 
and 4 posts are vacant. 

What is the Collegium System? 
▪ The Collegium System is a system under 

which appointments/elevation of 
judges/lawyers to Supreme Court and 
transfers of judges of High Courts and 
Apex Court are decided by a forum of the 
Chief Justice of India and the four senior-
most judges of the Supreme Court.'  

▪ There is no mention of the Collegium 
either in the original Constitution of India 
or in successive amendments. 

▪ The Collegiums System of appointment of 
judges was born through “three judges 
case” which interpreted constitutional 
articles on October 28, 1998. 

▪ The recommendations of the Collegium 
are binding on the Central Government; if 
the Collegium sends the names of the 
judges/lawyers to the government for the 
second time. 

▪ The collegium of the Supreme Court 
judges comprises of 5 senior most judges 
of Supreme Court. 

7) West Bengal passes bill 
against lynching  

▪ GS Paper II – Polity and governance 
Why in news?  
▪ The West Bengal Assembly on Friday 

passed a Bill, The West Bengal 
(Prevention of Lynching) Bill, 2019 to 
prevent and punish mob assaults and 
lynching.  

The legislation  
▪ It has provision for the death sentence 
▪ “Nodal officers” will be appointed to 

“monitor and coordinate prevention of 
lynching”. 

▪ It proposes a jail term from three years to 
life for those involved in assaulting and 
injuring a person.  

▪ Defining terms such as “lynching” and 
“mob” 

▪ West Bengal Lynching Compensation 
Scheme may be framed under this Act. 

▪ The statement of objects and reasons of 
the Bill referred to a Supreme Court 
judgment dated July 17, 2018 in the case 
of Tehseen S. Poonawalla vs Union of 
India, and said the legislation was an 
attempt to “nip the evil in the bud and to 
prevent spreading of hatred or incidents 
of mob lynching.” 

▪ It is the third state to pass a bill against 
lynching after Manipur and Rajasthan. 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/news/nation
al/other-states/west-bengal-passes-bill-
against-lynching/article29302545.ece 
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ART and CULTURE 

1) Walling off the sea to save 
Sundarbans temple  

▪ GS Paper I and III – Art and culture; 
ancient heritage, architecture and 
environmental conservation 

Why in news?  
▪ The Kapil Muni temple on Sagar Island in 

the Sunderbans, located 400 mts above 
the sea level, where a large number of 
devotees gather every year during the 
Gangasagar fair, is facing the threat of 
rising seas and will be submerged in the 
next few years. 

▪ The issue - The sea is advancing at the 
rate of 15 meters a year. If the trend 
continues, there will be a need to relocate 
the temple. 

The solution  
▪ The construction of sea walls using 

offshore submerged geotubes (sand-like 
material filled into geo-textile tube. 
comprehensive plan for “beach protection 
and coastal erosion protection for 2,300 
metres along the stretch of the Kapil Muni 
temple and the Gangasagar mela ground. 

The temple – an ancient heritage 
▪ According to legend, King Bhagirath, after 

a long penance, brought the Ganga down 
from the Himalayas to liberate his 
ancestors, who were burnt to ashes in 
front of the Kapil Muni temple on Sagar 
Island. It is also believed that the temple 
is located at the point where the river 
meets the sea. 

▪ Human habitation in Sagar started in 
1811, and according to the records 
available, this might be the fourth. The 
existing temple was built in 1973. Deity in 
the temple, a stone block considered to be 
a representation of Sage Kapil, was 
installed in 1437 by Swami Ramanand. 

 
▪ Kapila Muni – he was the son of Kardam 

Muni and Debadyuti. It is written in the 
old book that he was part of Lord 
Vishnu.  He is the founder of the Samkhya 
school of Hindu philosophy.  

▪ Kapila of Samkhya fame is considered a 
Vedic sage, estimated to have lived in the 
6th-century BCE, or the 7th-century BCE. 
Rishi Kapila is credited with authoring the 
influential Samkhya-sutra, in which 
aphoristic sutras  present the dualistic 
philosophy of Samkhya. 

▪ Ramananda a bhakti saint was the 
founder and head of the Uddhav 
Sampraday. Ramanand Swami adopted 
the Vishishtadvaita doctrine (qualified 
non-dualism)  of the Vaishnava which was 
first propounded by Ramanuja several 
centuries earlier. 

▪ https://www.gangasagar.co.in/2017/07/
kapil-muni-life-story.html 

▪ https://www.swaminarayan.faith/article
s/nand-santos/ramanand-swami 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/sci-
tech/energy-and-environment/walling-
off-the-sea-to-save-sunderbans-temple-
in-west-bengal/article29248074.ece 

2) Tank like structure 
unearthed in Keezhadi  

▪ GS Paper I – Art and Culture 
Why in news?  
▪ State Department of Archaeology has 

found a tank-like brick structure and 
terracotta pipelines during the excavation 
at Keezhadi. The structures were found at 
different trenches spread across a 
sprawling area. “Major structures have 
been found in the fifth phase of the 
excavation. 

 
Structures found – 

https://www.gangasagar.co.in/2017/07/kapil-muni-life-story.html
https://www.gangasagar.co.in/2017/07/kapil-muni-life-story.html
https://www.swaminarayan.faith/articles/nand-santos/ramanand-swami
https://www.swaminarayan.faith/articles/nand-santos/ramanand-swami
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-and-environment/walling-off-the-sea-to-save-sunderbans-temple-in-west-bengal/article29248074.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-and-environment/walling-off-the-sea-to-save-sunderbans-temple-in-west-bengal/article29248074.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-and-environment/walling-off-the-sea-to-save-sunderbans-temple-in-west-bengal/article29248074.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-and-environment/walling-off-the-sea-to-save-sunderbans-temple-in-west-bengal/article29248074.ece
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▪ Brick-mud wall structure ran nearly 15 
meters at the south west area of the 
present site of excavation. 

▪ A brick channel a concealed channel, 
constructed using brick and mud. 

▪ A terracotta ring well. 
▪ A terracotta pipeline 
▪ A tank-like structure, the rectangular 

tank, of four feet by three feet with one-
meter depth, also has its bottom lined 
with bricks. 

Keezhadi Excavation 
▪ In 2013-14, the Archaeological Survey of 

India (ASI) carried out explorations in 
293 sites along the Vaigai river valley in 
Theni, Dindigul, Madurai, Sivaganga and 
Ramanathapuram districts. Keezhadi in 
Sivaganga district was chosen for 
excavation and artefacts unearthed by the 
ASI in the second phase of the excavation 
at Pallichanthai Thidal of Keezhadi 
pointed to an ancient civilisation that 
thrived on the banks of the Vaigai. Carbon 
dating of charcoal found at the Keezhadi 
site in February 2017 established that the 
settlement there belonged to 200 BC. The 
excavations thus proved that urban 
civilisation had existed in Tamil Nadu 
since the Sangam age. 

▪ https://sivaganga.nic.in/tourism/keezha
di-excavation/ 

 

3) Dindigul lock and Kandangi 
saree gets GI 

▪ GS Paper I & III – art and culture; 
geographical indicator – economy 

Why in news?  
▪ The products — the Dindigul lock and the 

Kandangi saree — were given the GI tag 
by the Geographical Indications Registry 
in Chennai. 

Dindigul lock  
▪ The famous Dindigul locks are known 

throughout the world for their superior 
quality and durability, so much so that 
even the city is called Lock City. 

▪ The abundance of iron in this region is the 
reason for the growth of the lock-making 
industry. government institutions like 
prisons, godowns, hospitals and even 
temples use the older pattern locks.  

▪ These lock manufacturing units are 
limited to an area of 5 km in and around 
Dindigul. There are over 50 varieties of 
locks made by the artisans. But over the 
last few years, this industry has been 
slowly dying due to competition from 
Aligarh and Rajapalayam.  

 
Kandangi saree 
▪ The original Kandangi saree is manually 

made using a winding machine, loom, 
shuttle and bobbin. It is a team effort of 
the families who live in the town of 
Karaikudi and it forms part of their 
livelihood. These sarees are characterised 
by the large contrast borders, and some of 
them are known to have borders covering 
as much as two-thirds of the saree. 

▪ The sarees are usually around 5.10 
meters – 5.60 meters in length. The 
Kandangi sarees exude brilliant colours 
like bright yellow, orange, red and a 
minimal black in the traditional pattern of 
stripes or checks with broad borders 
woven in coarse cotton. Over the years, 
more interesting colours have been 
introduced for the saree, which is worn in 
a particular manner. 

 

What is a G.I. Tag? 
▪ Geographical Indications of Goods are 

defined as that aspect of industrial 
property which refers to a country or to a 
place situated therein as being the 
country or place of origin of that product.  

https://sivaganga.nic.in/tourism/keezhadi-excavation/
https://sivaganga.nic.in/tourism/keezhadi-excavation/
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▪ Geographical indications are covered as 
an element of IPRs under the Paris 
Convention for the Protection of 
Industrial Property of World Intellectual 
Property Organisation. 

▪ They are also covered under the Trade 
Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights TRIPS) Agreement of 
the World Trade Organisation. 

▪ India, as a member of the World Trade 
Organization (WTO), enacted the 

Geographical Indications of Goods 
(Registration & Protection) Act, 1999. 

▪ It is administered by the Controller 
General of Patents, Design and 
Trademarks or Registrar of G.I. 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/news/nation
al/tamil-nadu/dindigul-lock-kandangi-
saree-get-gi-tag/article29293601.ece 
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ENVIRONMENT 

1) Draft National Resource 
Efficiency Policy 

Why in news?  
▪ The Draft National Resource Efficiency 

Policy (NREP) envisions a future with 
environmentally sustainable and 
equitable economic growth, resource 
security, healthy environment (air, water 
and land), and restored ecosystems with 
rich ecology and biodiversity.  

▪ The Policy notes that the material 
consumption in India has increased by six 
times from 1.2 billion tonnes in 1970 to 7 
billion tonnes in 2015.  

▪  It is expected to double by 2030, in view 
of rapid urbanisation, increasing 
population, and growing economic 
development.   

▪ These are expected to lead to serious 
resource depletion and environmental 
degradation.   

▪ The Policy seeks to enable efficient use of 
natural resources and promote upcycling 
of waste across all sectors of the economy. 

▪ It aims to achieve India’s commitments 
under the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals by 2030. 

Salient features of the policy: 
Scope:  
▪ The Policy aims to implement resource 

efficiency for all resources (e.g. air, water) 
and materials across all its life cycles 
including the stages of raw material 
extraction, processing, and production.  

Guiding principles:  
▪ The Policy is guided by the principles of: 

i. reduction in primary resource 
consumption to sustainable levels, 

ii. creation of higher value through resource 
efficient approaches,  

iii. waste minimisation,  
iv. Ensuring security of material supply, and 

(v) creation of employment opportunities 

and business models beneficial to the 
environment. 

Authorities:  
▪ The Policy provides for the establishment 

of a National Resource Efficiency 
Authority (NREA) to oversee, administer 
and review implementation of the Policy.   

▪ Respective state governments and 
ministries will be responsible for 
developing and implementing resource 
efficiency strategies.  

▪  An inter-ministerial National Resource 
Efficiency Board will be established to 
provide guidance on critical aspects of 
implementation.  

Targets and Action Plans:  
▪ The Policy aims to achieve India’s 

commitments under the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030.   

▪ The SDGs consist of 12 goals including 
doubling the rate of global rate of 
improvement in energy efficiency by 
2030, and ensuring sustainable food 
production systems. 

▪ The Policy states that the NREA will 
prepare a three-year action plan, in 
consultation with the concerned 
ministries, state governments, and 
stakeholders.  

▪ Resource efficiency strategies will be 
developed that will lay out sector/region 
specific scope, targets, timelines, and 
action plans.   

▪ NREA will adopt these strategies into the 
three-year action plans for 
implementation.  The first Action Plan has 
been prepared for 2019-22. 

What is Resource Efficiency (RE) ? 
▪ Resource efficiency (RE) implies judicious 

use of earth’s limited resources to achieve 
maximum benefit for sustained human 
well-being while minimizing the adverse 
impacts on the environment. It is the ratio 
between a given benefit or result and the 
natural resources use required for it.  

Benefits of resource efficiency: 
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▪ https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?

relid=192825  
▪ http://moef.gov.in/wp-

content/uploads/2019/07/Draft-National-

Resourc.pdf  
▪ http://www.prsindia.org/policy-

review/monthly-policy-review/july-2019  
 

2) Angikaar campaign and E-
course on vulnerability atlas 

Angikaar campaign: 
▪ Angikaar has been launched for social 

behaviour change, focusing on issues such 
as water & energy conservation, waste 
management, health, tree plantation, 
sanitation and hygiene for beneficiaries of 
completed houses under PMAY (U), 
through community mobilisation and IEC 
activities. 

▪ For this purpose, the campaign will 
converge with schemes and Missions of 
other Ministries dealing with these 
subjects.  

▪ The convergence would especially focus 
on Ujjwala for gas connection and 
Ayushman Bharat for health insurance to 
the beneficiaries of PMAY (U). 

▪ The angikaar aims at reaching out all the 
beneficiaries of the PMAY Mission in 
phased manner.  

▪ The campaign will be initiated in all target 
cities on 2nd October 2019 

commemorating 150th Gandhi Jayanti 
after preparatory phase  and culminate on 
the occasion of Human Rights Day, 10th 
December, 2019.  

▪ The campaign will include door to door 
activities, ward and city level events. 

E-course on vulnerability atlas 
▪ It is a unique course that offers awareness 

and understanding about natural hazards, 
helps identify regions with high 
vulnerability with respect to various 
hazards (earthquakes, cyclones, 
landslides, floods, etc.) and specifies 
district-wise level of damage risks to the 
existing housing stock. 

▪ The e-course will be a tool for effective & 
efficient disaster mitigation & 
management in the field of Architecture, 
Civil Engineering, Urban & Regional 
Planning, Housing & Infrastructure 
Planning, Construction Engineering & 
Management and Building & Materials 
Research. 

Who launches it? 
▪ The Union Housing and Urban Affairs 

Ministry 
▪ Launched the e-course on vulnerability 

atlas in collaboration with the School of 
Planning & Architecture (SPA), New Delhi, 
and the Building Materials & Technology 
Promotion Council (BMTPC). 

Why in news? 
▪ In an event while launching ‘Angikaar’ a 

campaign for change management, The 

https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=192825
https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=192825
http://moef.gov.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Draft-National-Resourc.pdf
http://moef.gov.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Draft-National-Resourc.pdf
http://moef.gov.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Draft-National-Resourc.pdf
http://www.prsindia.org/policy-review/monthly-policy-review/july-2019
http://www.prsindia.org/policy-review/monthly-policy-review/july-2019
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Urban and Housing Affairs ministry also 
launched the e-course on vulnerability 
atlas. 

▪ https://m.economictimes.com/news/econom

y/policy/hua-launches-angikaar-campaign-

to-bring-pmayu-beneficiaries-into-ujjawala-

ayushman-bharat-

fold/articleshow/70897173.cms  
▪ https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?

relid=192885  

3)CAMPA 
Objectives of CAMPA 
▪ Compensatory Afforestation Fund 

Management and Planning Authority 
(CAMPA) are meant to promote 
afforestation and regeneration activities 
as a way of compensating for forest land 
diverted to non-forest uses. 

▪ National CAMPA Advisory Council has 
been established as per orders of The 
Hon’ble Supreme Court with the following 
mandate: 

▪ Lay down broad guidelines for State 
CAMPA. 

▪ Facilitate scientific, technological and 
other assistance that may be required by 
State CAMPA. 

▪ Make recommendations to State CAMPA 
based on a review of their plans and 
programmes. 

▪ Provide a mechanism to State CAMPA to 
resolve issues of an inter-state or Centre-
State character. 

State CAMPA 
▪ The Hon’ble Supreme Court also 

approved the guidelines prepared by the 
MoEF for utilizing CAMPA funds by an 
agency to be constituted in the states and 
to be known as The State CAMPA. 

Some of the important points in the 
guidelines are highlighted here: 

▪ The State CAMPA would presently receive 
funds collected from user agencies 
towards compensatory afforestation, 
additional compensatory afforestation, 
penal compensatory afforestation, Net 
Present Value (NPV) and all other 
amounts recovered from such agencies 
under the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 
and presently lying with the Ad Hoc 
CAMPA. 

▪ The State CAMPA would administer the 
amount received from the Ad Hoc CAMPA 
and utilize the funds collected for 
undertaking compensatory afforestation, 
assisted natural regeneration, 
conservation and protection of forests, 
infrastructure development, wildlife 
conservation and protection and other 
related activities and for matters 
connected therewith or incidental thereto. 

▪ State CAMPA would provide an integrated 
framework for utilizing multiple sources 
of funding and activities relating to the 
protection and management of forests 
and wildlife. Its prime task would be 
regenerating natural forests and building 
up the institution engaged in this work in 
the State Forest Department including 
training of the forest officials of various 
levels with an emphasis on training of the 
staff at cutting edge level (forest range 
level). In short, the department would be 
modernized to protect and regenerate the 
forests and wildlife habitat. 

▪ The guidelines also talk about the 
establishment of an independent system 
for concurrent monitoring and evaluation 
of the works implemented in the States 
utilizing the funds available. 

▪ http://egreenwatch.nic.in/public/aboutcampa

.aspx  

4) REDD+ 
Why in news? 
▪ The Reducing Emissions from 

Deforestation and Forest Degradation 
(REDD+) programme being carried out in 
the Himalayan states jointly by Indian 
Council of Forestry Research and 
Education (ICFRE) and International 
Centre for Integrated Mountain 
Development (ICIMOD) has been 
extended till July 2020. 

About REDD+: 
▪ Reducing emissions from deforestation 

and forest degradation (REDD+) is a 
mechanism developed by Parties to the 
United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC).  

▪ It creates a financial value for the carbon 
stored in forests by offering incentives for 
developing countries to reduce emissions 

https://m.economictimes.com/news/economy/policy/hua-launches-angikaar-campaign-to-bring-pmayu-beneficiaries-into-ujjawala-ayushman-bharat-fold/articleshow/70897173.cms
https://m.economictimes.com/news/economy/policy/hua-launches-angikaar-campaign-to-bring-pmayu-beneficiaries-into-ujjawala-ayushman-bharat-fold/articleshow/70897173.cms
https://m.economictimes.com/news/economy/policy/hua-launches-angikaar-campaign-to-bring-pmayu-beneficiaries-into-ujjawala-ayushman-bharat-fold/articleshow/70897173.cms
https://m.economictimes.com/news/economy/policy/hua-launches-angikaar-campaign-to-bring-pmayu-beneficiaries-into-ujjawala-ayushman-bharat-fold/articleshow/70897173.cms
https://m.economictimes.com/news/economy/policy/hua-launches-angikaar-campaign-to-bring-pmayu-beneficiaries-into-ujjawala-ayushman-bharat-fold/articleshow/70897173.cms
https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=192885
https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=192885
http://egreenwatch.nic.in/public/aboutcampa.aspx
http://egreenwatch.nic.in/public/aboutcampa.aspx
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from forested lands and invest in low-
carbon paths to sustainable development.  

▪ Developing countries would receive 
results-based payments for results-based 
actions. REDD+ goes beyond simply 
deforestation and forest degradation and 
includes the role of conservation, 
sustainable management of forests and 
enhancement of forest carbon stocks. 

▪ The REDD+ programme was initiated by 
the United Nations in 2005 to mitigate 
climate change through enhanced forest 
management in developing countries. 

▪  It aimed to create incentives for 
communities so that they stop forest 
degrading practices.   

▪ More than 300 REDD+ initiatives have 
taken place since 2006.  

▪ The mechanism is enshrined in the 2015 
Paris Agreement and its implementation 
transitions from smaller, isolated projects 
to larger, jurisdictional programmes with 
support from bilateral and multilateral 
agencies. 

Difference between REDD+ and UN-
REDD? 

▪ https://www.unredd.net/about/what-is-

redd-plus.html  
▪ https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/for

ests/icfre-icimod-s-redd-himalayan-

programme-extended-till-2020-66395 
  

 

  

https://www.unredd.net/about/what-is-redd-plus.html
https://www.unredd.net/about/what-is-redd-plus.html
https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/forests/icfre-icimod-s-redd-himalayan-programme-extended-till-2020-66395
https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/forests/icfre-icimod-s-redd-himalayan-programme-extended-till-2020-66395
https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/forests/icfre-icimod-s-redd-himalayan-programme-extended-till-2020-66395
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ECONOMY  

1) Cabinet eases FDI rules in 
retail, media 

What is Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)? 
▪ It is the investment made by a person or a 

company in one country into businesses 
located in another country. 

▪ Generally, FDI takes place when an 
investor establishes foreign business 
operations or acquires foreign business 
assets. 

▪ The entry of Foreign Direct Investment by 
non-residents into India is regulated 
through two routes –automatic route and 
approval route.  

▪ Under the Automatic Route, the foreign 
investor does not require any approval 
from the Reserve Bank or Government of 
India for the investment.  

▪ Under the approval route, the foreign 
investor should obtain prior approval of 
the Government of India agencies or 
bodies specified. 

Why in News? 
▪ The Union Cabinet has announced a 

number of decisions to attract increased 
foreign direct investment into the 
country. 

Key decisions 
▪ Currently, the FDI policy provides that 

30% of the value of goods has to be 
sourced from India if the single-brand 
retail trade (SBRT) entity has FDI more 
than 51%.  

▪ Under the new regulation, all 
procurement made from India by the 
SBRT entity would be counted towards 
local sourcing, irrespective of whether the 
goods procured are sold in India or 
exported. The current cap of considering 
exports for five years only was removed. 

▪ Single-brand retail companies can now 
start selling online before setting up a 
brick and mortar store as long as they set 
one up within two years of starting online 
sales. Earlier, they had to set up a brick 
and mortar store before selling online. 

▪ The Cabinet has also allowed 100% FDI in 
contract manufacturing, allowing large 
foreign electronics and pharmaceutical 

companies to invest in local or foreign 
contract manufacturers directly. 

▪ The government decided to allow 100% 
FDI under the automatic route for coal 
mining as well as sale and export of coal. 
This is expected to end the monopoly 
enjoyed so far by Coal India Ltd (CIL), 
which is often considered lacking the 
capability to mine the coalfields. 

▪ Another change is that the government 
decided to permit up to 26% FDI under 
the approval route for digital media 
companies that upload or stream news 
and current affairs. 

▪  https://m.rbi.org.in/Scripts/FAQView.aspx?

Id=26 

2) Cabinet nod for sugar export 
subsidy 

Issues plaguing sugar industry 
▪ The consistent increase in Fair and 

Remunerative Price (FRP) of sugarcane 
results in over-production of cane and 
sugar, which in turn causes sugar prices 
to fall below cost levels. The sugar mills 
incur losses, leading to defaults in 
payments of farmers.  

▪ (FRP is an arrangement for the price to be 
paid to sugarcane farmers by the Sugar 
Mills and is announced each year by the 
Centre, on the advice of Commission for 
Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP) and 
after consultation with State Governments) 

▪ The estimated sugar production this 
sugar season (October 2018 to September 
2019) is 32.9 million tonnes as against the 
domestic consumption of 26 million 
tonnes.  

▪ To mitigate the situation of surplus stock, 
the Government has taken several steps 
like fixing Remunerative Price of ethanol 
derived from molasses as well as from 
sugarcane juice. 

Why in News? 
▪ The Centre has decided to offer a Rs 10.45 

per kg subsidy to incentivise mills to 
export their surplus stocks.  

▪ Global sugar prices are more than Rs 
10/kg lower than domestic prices. Hence, 

https://m.rbi.org.in/Scripts/FAQView.aspx?Id=26
https://m.rbi.org.in/Scripts/FAQView.aspx?Id=26
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the government subsidy would persuade 
mills to export their surplus. 

 

3) Forex gains, OMOs aid RBI’s 
record surplus 

What are Open Market Operations 
(OMOs)? 

▪ Open Market Operations are conducted by 
the RBI which involves sale or purchase of 
G-Secs to or from the market. The 
objective is to control the money supply 
conditions. 

▪ If there is excess money supply (i.e. excess 
liquidity) in the market, the RBI resorts to 
sale of securities which reduces the 
volume of money. Similarly, when the 
liquidity conditions are tight, it buys 
securities from the market, thereby 
releasing money into the market. 

What are Government Securities (G-
Secs)? 

▪ G-Secs are tradable instruments like 
bonds issued by the Central Government 
or the State Governments with a promise 
of repayment upon maturity.  

▪ The Central Government can issue both 
treasury bills and bonds while the State 
Governments can issue only bonds, 
which are called the State Development 
Loans (SDLs). 

▪ These securities are considered low-risk, 
since they involve the government and 
hence, are called risk-free gilt-edged 
instruments. 

Why in News? 
▪ Large scale open market operations 

conducted by the RBI and higher earnings 
from foreign exchange operations helped 
boost the central bank’s surplus to record 
levels in 2018-19. 

▪ The RBI posted a surplus of Rs 1.23 lakh 
crore in 2018-19 compared to Rs 50,004 
crore in 2017-18 and Rs 30,663 crore in 
2016-17.  

▪ https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/wealt

h/personal-finance-news/open-market-

operations-

explained/articleshow/66291857.cms?from=

mdr 
 

4) RBI showers Rs 1.76 lakh 
crore bonanza on government 

What’s in the news? 
▪ The RBI has decided to transfer Rs 1.76 

lakh crore to the Centre. It includes the 
central bank’s 2018-19 surplus of Rs 1.23 
lakh crore and Rs 52,637 crore of excess 
provisions identified as per the revised 
Economic Capital Framework (ECF). 

Where do the reserves come from? 
▪ The Central bank has three different 

funds that together comprise its reserves. 
These are the Currency and Gold 
Revaluation Account (CGRA), the 
Contingency Fund (CF) and the Asset 
Development Fund (ADF).  

▪ Of these, the CGRA is by far the largest 
and makes up the significant bulk of the 
RBI’s reserves. The fund, which is made 
up of the gains on the revaluation of 
foreign exchange and gold, stood at Rs 
6.91 lakh crore as of financial year 2017-
18. 

▪ The CF is the second biggest fund, 
amounting to Rs 2.32 lakh crore in 2017-
18. It is designed to meet contingencies 
from exchange rate operations and 
monetary policy decisions and is funded 
in large part from the RBI’s profits. 

▪ The ADF makes up a much smaller share 
of the reserves. It has been created to 
meet internal capital expenditure and 
make investments in subsidiaries and 
associated institutions. 

How much should the RBI keep? 
▪ The RBI’s reserves had been a long 

standing issue between the Centre and 
the RBI. The government had been 
putting pressure on the central bank to 
transfer more funds from the RBI’s 
reserves.  

▪ Bimal Jalan Committee on Economic 
Capital Framework was set up last year to 
look into the central bank’s excess 
reserves and surplus transfer to the 
Centre. 

▪ That committee submitted its report, and 
the recent transfers have been made on 
the basis of its recommendations. 

What did the Jalan Committee 
recommend? 

▪ The revised Economic Capital Framework 
(ECF) suggested by the expert panel 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/wealth/personal-finance-news/open-market-operations-explained/articleshow/66291857.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/wealth/personal-finance-news/open-market-operations-explained/articleshow/66291857.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/wealth/personal-finance-news/open-market-operations-explained/articleshow/66291857.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/wealth/personal-finance-news/open-market-operations-explained/articleshow/66291857.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/wealth/personal-finance-news/open-market-operations-explained/articleshow/66291857.cms?from=mdr
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indicated that the RBI currently has more 
capital than what it needs as a 
contingency. 

▪ The committee recommended that the 
RBI maintain a Contingent Risk Buffer — 
which mostly comes from the CF — 
between 5.5-6.5% of the central bank’s 
balance sheet.  

▪ Since the latest CF amount was about 
6.8% of the RBI’s balance sheet, the 
excess amount (Rs 52,637 crore) was to 
be transferred to the government.  

▪ Regarding the RBI’s economic capital 
levels — which is essentially the CGRA — 
the committee recommended keeping 
them in the range of 20-24.5% of the 
balance sheet. Since it stood at 23.3% as 
of June 2019, the committee felt that there 
was no need to add more to it, and so the 
full net income of the RBI of Rs 1,23,414 
crore for the fiscal should be transferred 
to the Centre. 

▪ Hence a total of Rs 1,76,051 crore has 
been paid out to the Centre. 

▪  https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/mon

ey-and-banking/the-math-behind-rbis-

record-rs-176-lakh-crore-surplus-transfer-to-

the-government/article29266795.ece 
  

5) Lack of domestic demand 
affecting ‘animal spirits’ of 
economy 

What’s in the news? 
▪ The RBI has released its annual report for 

2018-19. 
Highlights of the report 
▪ Reviving consumption demand and 

private investment has assumed the 
highest priority in 2019-20. This involves 
strengthening the banking and non-
banking sectors, a big push for spending 
on infrastructure and implementation of 
much needed structural reforms in the 
areas of labour laws, taxation, and other 
legal reforms. 

▪ All these measures will also enhance ease 
of doing business in pursuit of fulfilling 
the vision of India becoming a $5 trillion 
economy by 2024-25. 

▪ Several measures had resulted in a 
decline in gross non-performing assets 
(GNPA) ratio of the banking system to 

9.1% at end-March 2019, from 11.2% in 
the previous year. 

Bank frauds rise 74% 
▪ Bank frauds saw a 73.8% jump in value in 

2018-19 as compared to the previous 
year. In terms of number of cases, it was 
up 15%. 

▪ Among bank groups, public sector banks 
(PSBs), which constitute the largest 
market share in bank lending, have 
accounted for the bulk of frauds reported 
in 2018-19. These were followed by 
private sector banks and foreign banks. 

 

6) GDP growth down to 6-year 
low in Q1 of 2019-20 financial 
year 

What’s in the news? 
▪ India’s Gross domestic product (GDP) 

growth rate slowed to a six-year low of 
5% in the first quarter of the 2019-20 
financial years. GDP grew at 8% in the 
first quarter of last year.  

▪ The growth of Gross Value Added (GVA) 
stood at 4.9% in the first quarter of the 
financial year 2019-20, also the slowest in 
six years. 

▪ The manufacturing sector grew at a two-
year low of 0.6% in the first quarter of 
2019-20, down from 12.1% in the same 
quarter of the previous year. The 
agriculture sector also saw a dramatic 
slowdown in growth to 2% from 5.1% 
over the same period. 

▪ Chief Economic Adviser Krishnamurthy 
Subramanian said the slowdown is due to 
both endogenous and exogenous factors. 
The impact is especially due to the 
deceleration in developed economies, the 
Sino-American trade conflict, etc. 

▪ The RBI had earlier projected India's GDP 
growth for FY20 at 6.9%– in the range of 
5.8-6.6% for the first half (April-
September) of 2019-20 and 7.3-7.5% for 
the second half (October-March). 

▪ The slowdown is likely to increase 
demand for a stimulus package from the 
government. 

7) 10 public sector banks to be 
merged 

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/the-math-behind-rbis-record-rs-176-lakh-crore-surplus-transfer-to-the-government/article29266795.ece
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/the-math-behind-rbis-record-rs-176-lakh-crore-surplus-transfer-to-the-government/article29266795.ece
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/the-math-behind-rbis-record-rs-176-lakh-crore-surplus-transfer-to-the-government/article29266795.ece
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/the-math-behind-rbis-record-rs-176-lakh-crore-surplus-transfer-to-the-government/article29266795.ece
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What’s in the news? 
▪ Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman 

announced merger of 10 public sector 
banks into four entities. This would take 
the number of PSBs in the country from 
27 in 2017 to 12. 

▪ Previously, the government already 
merged State Bank of India with its 
affiliate banks, and Bank of Baroda with 
Vijaya Bank and Dena Bank. 

Expected Benefits 

▪ These bank mergers will lead to the 
creation of big banks with an enhanced 
capacity to give credit. This would further 
improve financial inclusion and broaden 
the geographical reach of the banking 
operation.  

▪ These big banks would also be able to 
compete globally and increase their 
operational efficiency by reducing their 
cost of lending. 

▪ The banks that are being merged with 
each other run the same or very similar 

platforms, and so there will be no 
disruption in their activities. 

▪ Merger leads to availability of a bigger 
scale of expertise and that helps in 
minimising the scope of inefficiency 
which is more in small banks. 

▪ Merger sees a bigger capital base and 
higher liquidity and that reduces the 
government's burden of recapitalising 
public sector banks time and again. 

▪ It makes RBI have better control over the 
system and implementation of policies 
will be easy. 

Challenges of merger 

▪ Many banks have a regional audience to 
cater to and merger destroys the idea of 
decentralisation. 

▪ Larger banks might be more vulnerable to 
global economic crises while the smaller 
ones can survive. 

▪ Merger could only give temporary relief 
but not real remedies to problems like 
bad loans and bad governance in public 
sector banks. 
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International Relations 

1) PM Modi arrives in France for 
G7 Summit 

About G7 
▪ The Group of Seven (G7) is a collective of 

seven of the world's most industrialized 
and developed economies. Their political 
leaders come together annually to discuss 
important global economic, political, 
social and security issues. 

▪ The G7 member countries are the United 
States, Britain, France, Japan, Germany, 
Italy, and Canada.  

▪ Russia belonged to the forum from 1998 
through 2014, when the bloc was known 
as the G8, but was suspended following its 
annexation of Crimea. 

Why in News? 
▪ Prime Minister Narendra Modi attended 

the G7 Summit in France.  
▪ Though India is not a member of the G-7 

grouping, Mr. Modi was personally invited 
by French President Emmanuel Macron. 

▪  https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/g7-and-

future-multilateralism 
  

2) Russia set to offer 
submarines during Modi-Putin 
summit 

What’s in the news? 
▪ Russia is likely to offer India its 

conventional submarines on the 
government-to-government route under 
the Navy’s Project-75I. 

About Project-75I  
▪ Under Project-75I, Indian Navy is looking 

to buy six advanced conventional diesel-
electric submarines under Project 75I.  

▪ The Navy intends to use the submarines 
for missions such as area surveillance, 
intelligence gathering, anti-submarine 
warfare, anti-surface warfare and 
minelaying operations. 

▪ The procurement is under the Strategic 
Partnership (SP) model. 

Special Partnership Model  

▪ Ministry of Defence formulated the 
Strategic Partnership model under 
Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP-
2016), covering four specific areas to 
promote the role of the private sector in 
defense manufacturing. 

▪ The policy is intended to institutionalise a 
transparent, objective and functional 
mechanism to encourage broader 
participation of the private sector in the 
manufacture of defence platforms and 
equipment.   

▪ The following four segments have been 
identified for acquisition under SP route: 

1. Fighter Aircraft 
2. Helicopters 
3. Submarines 
4. Armoured Fighting Vehicles (AFVs) / 

Main Battle Tanks (MBTs). 
https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?re

lid=177295 

3) China sends more troops to 
Hong Kong as police ban rally 

What’s in the news? 
▪ China sent fresh troops to Hong Kong as 

the financial hub braced for a new round 
of violent protests after police refused 
permission for a mass rally. 

Reason for the protests 
▪ The trigger for the protests was a now-

suspended extradition bill, which would 
have allowed Hong Kong to detain and 
transfer people wanted in countries with 
which it has no formal extradition 
agreements, including the Chinese 
mainland.  

▪ Opponents of the bill cited the alleged use 
of torture, arbitrary detentions and forced 
confessions in China. 

▪ The protests have now turned into a 
movement for full democracy and 
autonomy from mainland China. 

Hong Kong and China relationship 
▪ Hong Kong, a former British colony, was 

returned to China in 1997 under a policy 
known as “one country, two systems,” 
which promised the territory a high 
degree of autonomy. Hong Kong allows 

https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/g7-and-future-multilateralism
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/g7-and-future-multilateralism
https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=177295
https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=177295
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freedoms not enjoyed in mainland China, 
including freedom to protest and an 
independent judiciary. 

▪ But that autonomy, guaranteed under a 
mini-constitution known as the Basic 
Law, expires in 2047. The joint signed 
declaration does not state what will 
happen in 2047 after that agreement 
officially ends. 

▪  https://www.economist.com/the-economist-

explains/2019/06/30/what-is-chinas-one-

country-two-systems-policy 
  

4) ‘Taliban and U.S. close to 
deal’ 

What’s in the news? 
▪ The U.S. and the Taliban are close to 

reaching an agreement for a deal that 
would see the U.S. reduce its troop 
numbers in Afghanistan. 

▪ The recent (July 7-8) intra-Afghan peace 
dialogue held in Doha led to a positive 
outcome in which the Taliban agreed to 
reduce their reliance on violent attacks by 
avoiding various public spaces.  

▪ In another significant development, 
officials from the US, China, Russia and 
Pakistan met in China and jointly urged 
the Taliban to immediately agree to a 
ceasefire and begin direct negotiations 
with the Afghanistan government to end 
the 18-year violence in the war-torn 
country. 

▪ Pakistan for the first time joined the US, 
Russia and China’s trilateral consultations 
on the Afghanistan peace process. 

What are the key issues? 
▪ The form of government that would be 

established after the U.S. withdraws its 
troops from Afghanistan is an issue of 
considerable debate. The Taliban hasn’t 
recognised the current Afghan 
Constitution, and wants to bring about an 
“Islamic administration”. 

▪ Women’s rights are another serious issue. 
The Taliban regime between 1996 and 
2001 was notorious for their treatment of 
women. In the 18 years of the civilian 
government, Afghan women have come to 
enjoy a lot more freedom.  

India’s stand 
▪ The Ministry of External Affairs had 

reiterated India’s traditional position on 
supporting only an “Afghan led, Afghan 
owned and Afghan controlled” 
reconciliation process. All peace 
initiatives must include all sections of 
Afghan society, including the elected 
government. 

▪ India refused to be a part of talks with the 
Taliban directly. 

▪  https://www.thehindu.com/news/internation

al/explained-talking-with-

taliban/article28706472.ece 
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SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY 

1) Species Discovery 
Why in News? 
▪ Scientists of the Zoological Survey of 

India have discovered seven species of 
water treaders, semi-aquatic insects 
that can walk or run on the surface of 
water. 

Details of the new species 
▪ The newly described species belong to the 

genus Mesovelia whose size ranges from 
1.5 mm to 4.5 mm and are equipped with 
hydrophobic setae (bristles) on their 
legs. 

▪ The combination of hydrophobic setae 
and water surface tension prevents them 
from sinking. 

▪ Among the new discoveries, Mesovelia 
andamana is from Andaman Islands, M. 
bispinosaand M. isiasi are from Meghalaya, 
M. occulta and M. tenuia from Tamil Nadu 
and M. brevia and M. dilatata live both in 
Meghalaya and Tamil Nadu. 

▪ The details of the discovery were 
published in a paper in the journal 
Zootaxa. 

More about Mesovelia  
▪ These bugs are hemimetabolous insects 

without having larval stage i.e., they go 
from egg to nymph to adult. 

▪ They are found in freshwater bodies such 
as ponds, lakes, pools, streams, rocks with 
moss and sometimes on estuaries. 

▪ These bugs serve as predators and 
scavengers (feed on midges, water fleas, 
feed on dead and dying mosquitoes), 
thereby removing organic waste and also 
providing a natural sanitation service. 

▪ There are 12 species of genus Mesovelia 
found in the country. 

How do they differ from water striders? 
▪ Water strider, also called pond skater 

or skimmer, are insects of the family 
Gerridae and are generally more than 5 
mm (0.2 inch) long. Water treader, are 
any insect of the family Mesoveliidae and 
are 5 millimetres (0.2 inch) or less in 
length. 

▪ Water striders, often seen running or 
skating in groups over the surface of a 

pond or stream, are slender, dark 
coloured. Water treaders are predaceous 
and are usually seen on floating 
vegetation or on the water surface and 
are small, slender insects are yellowish or 
greenish in colour. 

▪ In water striders, the claws arise from the 
pre-apex (just before the tip) of legs, 
whereas the claws of Mesovelia are placed 
apically (tip or extreme end of legs). 

 Source 
▪ https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-

and-environment/7-new-species-of-insects-

that-can-walk-on-water-

discovered/article29247171.ece 
▪ https://www.britannica.com/animal/water-

strider 
▪ https://www.britannica.com/animal/water-

treader 

2) SpaceX test launches Mars 
rocket prototype 

Why in News? 
▪ SpaceX test-launched an early prototype 

of the company’s Mars rocket. 
▪ The prototype, dubbed Starhopper, rose 

about 500 feet off its launch pad and 
propelled itself some itself some 650 feet 
onto an adjacent landing platform, 
completing a low altitude test. 

What is Starhopper and Starship? 
▪ Starhopper’s tests are supposed to 

evaluate the design and hardware that’ll 
be used on the company’s future Starship 
rocket. 

▪ Starship is a monster spaceship that 
SpaceX is developing to send people and 
cargo to deep space destinations like the 
Moon and Mars. 

▪ Starship is meant to launch from Earth on 
top of a giant rocket booster called Super 
Heavy. 

▪ When it reaches other worlds, the vehicle 
will land upright with its onboard 
engines. It’s also supposed to take off 
again from these distant destinations to 
return to Earth i.e.it is a completely 
reusable rocket as like an aeroplane. 

▪ On these test flights, SpaceX has been 
testing a new engine called Raptor, which 

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-and-environment/7-new-species-of-insects-that-can-walk-on-water-discovered/article29247171.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-and-environment/7-new-species-of-insects-that-can-walk-on-water-discovered/article29247171.ece
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https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-and-environment/7-new-species-of-insects-that-can-walk-on-water-discovered/article29247171.ece
https://www.britannica.com/animal/water-strider
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the company plans to use to power 
Starship. 

▪ SpaceX is a US based private aerospace 
company. 

Source 
▪ https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/sci

ence/spacexs-starhopper-has-made-its-

highest-and-final-test-

flight/articleshow/70885781.cms 
▪ https://www.theverge.com/2019/8/27/20833

213/spacex-starhopper-test-flight-launch-

boca-chica-texas-raptor-engine 

3) New eel species discovered   
Why in News? 
▪ Two new species of marine eel were 

discovered and documented by Estuarine 
Biology Regional Centre (EBRC) of the 
Zoological Survey of India (ZSI) at 
Gopalpur-on-sea in Odisha. 

Gymnothorax andamanensis 
▪ It is a short brown un-patterned moray 

eel. 
▪ They were found off the south Andaman 

coast. 
▪ Till now, 11 species of short brown 

unpatterned moray eels have been 
discovered in the world, out of which 
three are found in Indian waters. 

Gymnothorax smithi 
▪ It is a new white-spotted moray eel. 
▪ These were found in Arabian Sea off the 

coast of Kerala. 
More about marine eels 
▪ Marine eels are mostly found in shallow 

waters but some of them live offshore in 
sandy or clayey bottoms ranging up to 
500 metres. 

▪ Till now, 49 species of moray eel from 10 
genera had been reported from Indian 
waters, and their species numbers have 
increased to 50 with the new addition. 

Source 
▪ https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/oth

er-states/two-new-species-of-eels-

discovered/article29292101.ece#targetText=

Two%20new%20species%20of%20marine,

now%20named%20'Gymnothorax%20anda

manensesis'. 

4) Skull of humankind's oldest-
known ancestor discovered 

Why in News? 

▪ A “remarkably complete” 3.8-million-
year-old skull of an early human has been 
unearthed in Ethiopia. 

 More about the findings 
▪ The skull, now named as MRD, was 

discovered not far from the younger Lucy 
— the ancient ancestor of modern 
humans — and shows that the two 
species may have coexisted for about 
100,000 years. 

▪ It belongs to the species 
Australopithecus anamensis. 

▪ Facial reconstructions show a hominid 
with cheekbones projected forward, a 
prominent jaw, a flat nose and a narrow 
forehead. 

 

▪ Hominid - any of a family (Hominidae) of 
erect bipedal (using only two legs for 
walking) primate mammals that includes 
recent humans together with extinct 
ancestral and related forms and in some 
recent classifications the great apes 
(orangutan, gorilla, chimpanzee, and 
bonobo) 

Other named specimens of various early 
human species 

• Toumai (of the species Sahelanthropus 
tchadensis) is around 7 million years old 
and is considered by some 
palaeontologists to be the first 
representative of the human lineage. It 
was discovered in Chad in 2001. 

• Ardi (for Ardipithecus ramidus, another 
species of hominid) was found in Ethiopia 
in 1994 and is believed to be around 4.5 
million years old. 

• Lucy, the famous Australopithecus 
afarensis, was discovered in Ethiopia in 
1974 and is 3.2 million years old. 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/science/spacexs-starhopper-has-made-its-highest-and-final-test-flight/articleshow/70885781.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/science/spacexs-starhopper-has-made-its-highest-and-final-test-flight/articleshow/70885781.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/science/spacexs-starhopper-has-made-its-highest-and-final-test-flight/articleshow/70885781.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/science/spacexs-starhopper-has-made-its-highest-and-final-test-flight/articleshow/70885781.cms
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https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/two-new-species-of-eels-discovered/article29292101.ece#targetText=Two%20new%20species%20of%20marine,now%20named%20'Gymnothorax%20andamanensesis'.
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/two-new-species-of-eels-discovered/article29292101.ece#targetText=Two%20new%20species%20of%20marine,now%20named%20'Gymnothorax%20andamanensesis'.
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/two-new-species-of-eels-discovered/article29292101.ece#targetText=Two%20new%20species%20of%20marine,now%20named%20'Gymnothorax%20andamanensesis'.
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/two-new-species-of-eels-discovered/article29292101.ece#targetText=Two%20new%20species%20of%20marine,now%20named%20'Gymnothorax%20andamanensesis'.
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/two-new-species-of-eels-discovered/article29292101.ece#targetText=Two%20new%20species%20of%20marine,now%20named%20'Gymnothorax%20andamanensesis'.
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Australopithecus afarensis is one of the 
longest-lived and most studied early 
human species. 

Significance of the findings 
▪ MRD offers “the first glimpse of the face of 

Lucy’s ancestor.” 
▪ Other lesser-known Australopithecus 

fossils date back at least 3.9 million years, 
but they featured only jaws and teeth. 
Without the skull, scientists’ 
understanding of the evolution of these 
extinct hominids has remained limited. 

▪ The finding challenges a previously held 
belief about how humans evolved. 

▪ It was previously thought that A. 
anamensis was gradually turning into A. 
afarensis (Lucy) over time. But MRD 
reveals that the two species coexisted 
for about 100,000 years. 

▪ It also raised new questions like whether 
the species competed for space or food. 

▪ Until now, there was a big gap between 
the oldest human ancestors, which are 

about 6 million years old, and species like 
‘Lucy’, which are two to three million 
years old. But MRD links the 
morphological space between these two 
groups. 

Source 
▪ https://www.thehindu.com/sci-

tech/science/skull-discovered-in-
ethiopia-yields-new-clues-on-how-
humans-evolved/article29283628.ece 

▪ https://www.theguardian.com/science/2
019/aug/28/skull-of-human-ancestor-
aged-38m-years-discovered 

▪ https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/hominid 
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PIB ANALYSIS 

1) All villages will be linked 
with Wi-Fi via Gram Net 

Why in News? 
▪ The Government recently reiterated its 

commitment in providing Wi-Fi in all the 
villages through GramNet with 
connectivity between 10mbps to 100 
Mbps speed. 

▪ The Minister of State for Communications 
Shri Sanjay Shamrao Dhotre launched C-
DOT’s latest innovations, “C-Sat-Fi (C-
DOTSatellite WiFi”, “XGSPON (10 G 
Symmetrical Passive Optical Network)” 
and “C-DOT’s Interoperable Set-Top Box 
(CiSTB). 

About C-Sat-Fi (C-DOT Satellite WiFi) 
▪ C-Sat-Fi is based on the optimal utilization 

of wireless and satellite communication to 
extend connectivity to the unserved areas 
including the remote islands and difficult 
terrains. 

▪ Besides offering the ease of deployment, 
the solution is ideally suited to addressing 
disasters and emergencies when no other 
means of communication are available. 

▪ This cost-effective solution does not 
require expensive Satellite Phones and 
can work on any WiFi-enabled phone. 

About C-DOT’s Interoperable Set-Top 
Box (CiSTB) 

▪ CiSTB will prove to be a boon to the 
dissatisfied customers who cannot change 
their Cable TV operator in view of the 
recurring costs of setting and installing 
the physical infrastructure afresh. 

▪ Based on a portable smart card like a 
mobile SIM, this solution will 
revolutionize the experience of the Cable 
TV operators by offering them a high 
degree of choice, ease and convenience 
without having to replace the once 
installed STB. 

About the Centre for Development of 
Telematics (C-DOT) 

▪ C-DOT is a premier Telecom R&D centre 
of the Government of India . It was 
established in 1984 with an initial 
mandate of designing and developing 
digital exchanges. C-DOT has expanded to 

develop intelligent computer software 
applications. 

▪ Beginning with digital switching systems, 
C-DOT developed products for optical, 
satellite and wireless communication 
from circuit switching technology, ATM 
and next-generation networks. 

▪ From a pure hardware development 
centre, it diversified into the development 
of telecom software like IN, NMS, Data 
Clearing House and from a protected 
environment of closed market to an open 
and competitive market. 

About C-DOT’s XGSPON (10 G 
Symmetrical Passive Optical Network) 

▪ C-DOT’s XGSPON is an effective solution 
to fulfil the rapidly increasing demands of 
high network speeds emanating from the 
new dimensions of user applications. 

▪ C-DOT’s XGSPON will help in meeting the 
demands of applications like IPTV, HD 
Video Streaming, Online Gaming and a 
host of other cloud-based services that 
necessitate the seamless availability of 
high bandwidth. 

▪ https://pib.gov.in/newsite/erelease.aspx 
▪ http://www.cdot.in/cdotweb/web/aboutus.

php?lang=en 

2) Draft National Resource 
Efficiency Policy, 2019 

About the Draft National Resource 
Efficiency Policy (NREP) 

▪ The Draft National Resource Efficiency 
Policy (NREP) envisions a future with 
environmentally sustainable and 
equitable economic growth, resource 
security, healthy environment (air, water 
and land), and restored ecosystems with 
rich ecology and biodiversity. 

▪ The Draft National Resource Efficiency 
Policy is guided by the principles of 
Reduction in primary resource 
consumption to ‘sustainable’ levels, in 
keeping with achieving the Sustainable 
Development Goals and staying within the 
planetary boundaries, 

▪ Creation of higher value with less material 
through resource efficient and circular 
approaches, Waste minimization, Material 

https://pib.gov.in/newsite/erelease.aspx
http://www.cdot.in/cdotweb/web/aboutus.php?lang=en
http://www.cdot.in/cdotweb/web/aboutus.php?lang=en
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security, and Creation of employment 
opportunities and business models 
beneficial to the cause of environment 
protection and restoration. 

Why in News? 
▪ Acknowledging the progress that has 

been made to implement Draft National 
Resource Efficiency Policy (NREP), the 
Ministry of Environment, Forest and 
Climate Change have extended the 
timeline to invite comments on it. 

▪ https://pib.gov.in/newsite/erelease.aspx 

3) MoU for enhanced outreach 
on HIV/AIDS prevention 

Achievements of National Aids Control 
Organisation 

▪ NACO has played a very big role in 
significantly reducing the prevalence of 
HIV/AIDS in the country, and that too 
faster than the global rates. The impact of 
the programme has been significant with 
more than 80% decline in estimated new 
infections from peak of epidemic in 1995. 

▪ Similarly, estimated AIDS related death 
declined by 71% since its peak in 2005.As 
per UNAIDS 2018 report, the global 
average for decline in new infections and 
AIDS related deaths from peak has been 
47% and 51% respectively. 

▪ Dr Harsh Vardhan mentioned that the 
Government is fully committed for 
meeting all the set goals to eliminate 
HIV/AIDS by 2030. 

Significance of MoU 
▪ MoU will help in developing specific 

strategies and action plans for HIV and 
AIDS prevention and mechanisms for 
drug addiction treatment and extending 
social protection schemes to the 
vulnerable populations. 

▪ The MoU will help in developing human 
resources and build capacity in order to 
strengthen the service delivery 
mechanisms for HIV & AIDS prevention, 
drug addiction treatment and referral to 
services offered by National AIDS Control 
Programme and Department of Social 
Justice and Empowerment. 

Salient Features: 
▪ The MOU will catalyse in achieving the 

national goals and objectives of HIV 
prevention and impact mitigation. 

▪ Reduced incidence of social stigma and 
discrimination again victims of drug 
abuse and Children and People Living 
with HIV/AIDS through programme 
education setting Inclusion of target 
groups of NACO and National Action Plan 
for Drug Demand Reduction (NAPDDR) in 
the programmes of NAPDDR & NACO for 
awareness generation. 

▪ Enhanced linkages and effective 
coordination between Injecting Drug 
Users Targeted Intervention (IDUs-TI) 
supported by NACO and Integrated 
rehabilitation centre for Addicts (IRCAs) 
supported by Department of Social Justice 
and Empowerment. 

▪ Create awareness and educate people 
about the ill-effects of drugs abuse on the 
individual, family, workplace and the 
society at large and reduce stigmatization 
of and discrimination against, groups and 
individuals dependent on drugs. 

▪ Develop human resources and build 
capacity in order to strengthen the service 
delivery mechanisms for drug addiction 
treatment. 

▪ Developing welfare scheme aiming at 
social inclusion and empowerment of 
Transgender which face extreme social 
alienation enhancing their vulnerability to 
HIV and drug abuse. 

▪ Address risk of HIV transmission among 
all substance users through preventive 
risk reduction messaging on HIV/STI and 
linkages with Integrated Testing and 
Counselling Centre (ICTC) and other 
services. 

▪ Include female sex workers and 
transgender as target group for social 
defence and drug addicts as a target 
group for NACO. 

▪ Reduced incidence of social stigma and 
discrimination again victims of drug 
abuse and Children and People Living 
with HIV/AIDS through programme 
education setting 

Why in News? 
▪ A MoU was signed between National AIDS 

Control Organisation (NACO), under the 
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, 
and Department of Social Justice and 
Empowerment (DoSJE) under Ministry of 
Social Justice & Empowerment (MoSJE). 

https://pib.gov.in/newsite/erelease.aspx
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▪ http://naco.gov.in/about-us/vision-and-

value 
▪ https://pib.gov.in/newsite/erelease.aspx 
▪ https://pib.nic.in/PressReleseDetailm.aspx

?PRID=1583055 

4) Shagun 
About: 
▪ School Education Shagun is an over-

arching initiative to improve school 
education system by creating a junction 
for all online portals and websites relating 
to various activities of the Department of 
School Education and Literacy. 

▪ The word Shagun is coined from two 
different words- ‘Shala’ meaning Schools 
and ‘Gunvatta’ meaning Quality. 

▪ This online junction of different websites 
and portals into a single platform is aimed 
to enhance the accessibility of 
information relating to schools and to 
ensure a holistic approach to transform 
the education sector. 

Integrated National School Education 
Treasury (INSET) 

▪ INSET envisages a fully integrated, 
instantly accessible and seamless 

information network for all parameters 
relating to the students, teachers, and 
schools in the country. The main focus 
will be on the following areas: 

▪ Reinforcing and cleaning the data of the 
Integrated Online Junction through 
feedback from Stakeholders 

▪ Ensuring full interoperability among the 
websites, portals and applications which 
are already hosted in the junction 

▪ Creating high quality e-contents, including 
quizzes and puzzles to enhance learning 
and also for teachers in aiding  classroom 
transactions 

▪ Using AI and deep machine learning in a 
variety of ways to enhance the quality of 
school education including for designing 
evidence based inventions. 

Why in News? 
▪ Union Human Resource Development 

Minister launched one of the world's 
largest Integrated Online Junction for – 
School Education ‘Shagun’ 

▪  https://www.pib.nic.in/PressReleasePage.as

px?PRID=1583276 
▪ AIR 
▪   
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News in Depth 

AIR NEWS  

1) Pakistan blacklisted by Asia-
Pacific Group of FATF 

What is Asia/Pacific Group On Money 
Laundering?  

▪ The Asia/Pacific Group on Money 
Laundering is an inter-governmental 
organisation, consisting of 41 member 
jurisdictions. To ensure that its members 
effectively implement the international 
standards against money laundering, 
terrorist financing and proliferation 
financing related to weapons of mass 
destruction. 

▪ It is a part of global network of similar 
bodies, referred to as Financial Action 
Task Force-Style Regional Bodies (FSRBs) 
and is the largest in terms of membership 
numbers and geographical size. Its 
secretariat is at Sydney, Australia 

Recent decision:  
▪ It has also found that Pakistan was non-

compliant on 32 of the 40 compliance 
parameters of terror financing and money 
laundering.  

▪ On 11 effectiveness parameters of terror 
financing and money laundering, Pakistan 
was adjudged as low on 10.  

▪ While the placing does not bring any new 
punitive measures on Pakistan, it will 
mean quarterly reporting to the group on 
improvement in its financial safeguards.  

▪ Now, Pakistan has to focus on avoiding 
the blacklist in October, when the 15-
month timeline ends on the FATF's 27-
point action plan.  

Why in News? 
▪ The Asia Pacific Group (APG) of the 

Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has 
put Pakistan in the Enhanced Expedited 
Follow Up List (Blacklist) for its failure to 
comply with terror funding standards. 

▪ http://www.apgml.org/ 
▪ http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=Pa

kistan-blacklisted-by-Asia-Pacific-Group-

of-FATF-for-its-failure-to-comply-with-

terror-funding-standards&id=370538 

2) Cooperation in field of 
Security & Counter-Terrorism 
by India and Bahrain 

What is significant? 
▪ Prime Minister Narendra Modi paid a 

state visit to Bahrain on recently .This was 
the first ever Prime Ministerial visit from 
India to Bahrain. 

 
About: 
▪ PM Modi was honoured with "The King 

Hamad Order of the Renaissance. 
▪ The two countries signed Memoranda of 

Understanding (MoUs) in the fields of 
culture, space, and solar energy and 
Rupay card. 

http://www.apgml.org/
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http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=Pakistan-blacklisted-by-Asia-Pacific-Group-of-FATF-for-its-failure-to-comply-with-terror-funding-standards&id=370538
http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=Pakistan-blacklisted-by-Asia-Pacific-Group-of-FATF-for-its-failure-to-comply-with-terror-funding-standards&id=370538
http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=Pakistan-blacklisted-by-Asia-Pacific-Group-of-FATF-for-its-failure-to-comply-with-terror-funding-standards&id=370538
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▪ PM Modi also launched the renovation of 
Shreenathji (Shree Krishna) temple in 
Manama, the oldest in the Gulf region. 

▪ The visit strengthens India's close connect 
with the six-nation powerful Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC). 

▪ http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=In

dia%2c-Bahrain-sign-four-agreements-

after-delegation-level-talks&id=370602 
 

3) Advisory Board for Banking 
Frauds (ABBF) 

About ABBF 
▪ It is a four-member board that will be 

headed by former Vigilance 
Commissioner T M Bhasin.  

▪ It will function as the first level of 
examination of all large fraud cases before 
recommendations or references are made 
to the investigative agencies by the 
respective Public Sector Banks.   

▪ It’s jurisdiction will be confined to those 
cases involving officers of General 
Manager level and above in the PSBs in 

respect of an allegation of fraud in a 
borrowal account.  

▪ The banks will refer all large fraud cases 
above 50 crore rupees to ABBF and on 
receipt of its recommendation, they 
concerned will take further action in such 
matter.   

▪ The panel in its previous avatar was 
called the Advisory Board on Bank, 
Commercial and Financial Frauds.  

Why in News? 
▪ The Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) 

has constituted Advisory Board for 
Banking Frauds (ABBF) to examine bank 
fraud of over 50 crore rupees and 
recommend action. 

▪ http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=C

VC-constitutes-panel-to-examine-bank-

fraud&id=370624 
▪ https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/mo

ney-and-banking/central-vigilance-

commission-sets-up-panel-to-examine-

bank-fraud-above-50-

cr/article29252576.ece

http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=India%2c-Bahrain-sign-four-agreements-after-delegation-level-talks&id=370602
http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=India%2c-Bahrain-sign-four-agreements-after-delegation-level-talks&id=370602
http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=India%2c-Bahrain-sign-four-agreements-after-delegation-level-talks&id=370602
http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=CVC-constitutes-panel-to-examine-bank-fraud&id=370624
http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=CVC-constitutes-panel-to-examine-bank-fraud&id=370624
http://www.newsonair.com/News?title=CVC-constitutes-panel-to-examine-bank-fraud&id=370624
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/central-vigilance-commission-sets-up-panel-to-examine-bank-fraud-above-50-cr/article29252576.ece
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/central-vigilance-commission-sets-up-panel-to-examine-bank-fraud-above-50-cr/article29252576.ece
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/central-vigilance-commission-sets-up-panel-to-examine-bank-fraud-above-50-cr/article29252576.ece
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/central-vigilance-commission-sets-up-panel-to-examine-bank-fraud-above-50-cr/article29252576.ece
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/central-vigilance-commission-sets-up-panel-to-examine-bank-fraud-above-50-cr/article29252576.ece
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Hindu Editorial Analysis 

1) A bottom-up approach to 
conservation  

▪ GS Paper II and III – Governance; 
Environmental protection, disaster 
management 

 Context: 
▪ Repeated floods in Kerala and the large-

scale destruction beyond retrievable 
levels have raised the issue of 
vulnerability of Western Ghats (the 
worlds’ biodiversity hotspot and its 
ecological and socio-economic impact due 
to human made disasters.   

▪ A closer look at the Western Ghats 
Ecology Expert Panel (WGEEP), the Gadgil 
committee report. 

 Recommendations of the report 
▪ 1.   Devolution of powers to the local 

level, the Gram Sabha and ward level 
regarding the environmental protection 
laws. 

▪ A case study – Kerala high court has ruled 
in favour of Plachimada panchayat that 
cancelled the Coca-Cola’s licence because 
the company polluted and depleted 
groundwater reserves, drying up wells 
and adversely impacting agriculture and 
livelihoods.  

▪ This is a clear case of exercise of 
constitutional rights of protecting the 
citizens.  Grass-roots institutions have the 
authority to decide on the course of 
development in their own locality. 
Furthermore, the Kerala legislature 
unanimously passed a law asking Coca-
Cola to pay Plachimada Panchayat due 
compensation for losses inflicted on them. 

▪ 2.   A model of conservation and 
development compatible with each other; 
i.e. replacement of the prevailing ‘Develop 
Recklessly, Conserve Thoughtlessly’ 
pattern with one of ‘Develop Sustainably, 
Conserve Thoughtfully.’ The full 
involvement of local communities.  

▪ 3.   Demarcate areas within the 
Western Ghats Region which need to be 
notified as ecologically sensitive and to 
recommend for notification of such areas 

as ecologically sensitive zones under the 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. 

▪ 4.    In line with the National Forest 
Policy, assign 60% of the total area of 
Western Ghats in Kerala, including the 
region housing wildlife sanctuaries and 
national parks, as a zone of highest 
ecological sensitivity, ‘ESZ1’. 

▪ 5.   Approach of ‘elevation’ and ‘slope’ 
as two indicators of sensitivity. In Kerala, 
rainfall increases rapidly with elevation, 
and high rainfall and steep slopes render 
localities vulnerable to landslides. Hence, 
areas prone to landslides would come 
under ESZ1. 

▪ 6.   The extent and quality of natural 
vegetation is the third indicator for 
classifying an area as ESZ1. Landslides are 
under check in areas with intact natural 
vegetation because the roots bind the soil. 
Any disturbance like mining, quarrying 
etc. to such vegetation would render any 
locality that has steep slopes and 
experiences high rainfall susceptible to 
landslides. 

 Way forward 
▪ Implementation of the recommendations 

would reduce the scale of destruction 
from intense downpour. It would imply 
building on India’s greatest strength, its 
deep-rooted democracy by active 
involvement of citizens in governing the 
country at all levels, most importantly at 
the local level. 

▪ The Kerala High Court ruling that local 
bodies have the authority to decide on the 
course of development in their own 
localities can be made genuinely 
operational across the country. 

▪ Assert that conservation prescriptions 
should not be merely regulatory, but 
include positive incentives such as 
conservation service charges. 

▪ Hand over economic activities like 
quarrying to agencies like the 
Kudumbashree groups that are 
accountable to local communities. 

▪ Hence by fully recognizing the roles and 
responsibilities of the citizenry and 
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engaging ourselves more actively in the 
governance of the country and lead it on 
to a path of people-friendly and nature-
friendly development is necessary. 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-

bottom-up-approach-to-

conservation/article29253850.ece 

2)      Privacy no longer supreme  
▪ GS Paper II and III – rights issues; data 

protection and security 
 Context –  
▪ A review of the working and significance 

of the historical Privacy judgement of K. S. 
Puttaswamy judgement in 2 years. 

The judgement 
▪ A nine-judge bench of the Supreme Court 

unanimously held that Indians have a 
constitutionally protected fundamental 
right to privacy.  

▪ It held that privacy is a natural right that 
inheres in all natural persons, and that the 
right may be restricted only by state 
action that passes each of the three tests: 

1. State action must have a legislative 
mandate. 

2. It must be pursuing a legitimate state 
purpose; 

3. It must be proportionate i.e., such state 
action — both in its nature and extent, 
must be necessary in a democratic society 
and the action ought to be the least 
intrusive of the available alternatives to 
accomplish the ends. 

 Significance of the judgement 
1. It undertook structural reforms and 

brought transparency and openness in the 
process of commissioning and executing 
its surveillance projects. 

2. Built a mechanism of judicial oversight 
over surveillance requests. 

3. It demonstrated great care and sensitivity 
in dealing with personal information of its 
citizens. 

4. It legislated a transformative, rights-
oriented data protection law that held all 
powerful entities that deal with citizens’ 
personal data (data controllers), including 
the state, accountable. The data 
protection law envisioned: 

a. Embodied the principle that the state 
must be a model data controller and 

prescribed a higher standard of 
observance for the state. 

b. The law also recognised and proscribed 
the practice of making access to essential 
services contingent on the citizen parting 
with irrelevant personal information. 

c. Established an effective privacy 
commission that is tasked with enforcing, 
protecting and fulfilling the fundamental 
right to privacy implemented through the 
specific rights under the legislation. 

d. Revolutionised the technology sector 
landscape in the country, paving the way 
for innovative privacy-aware and privacy-
preserving technical solution providers to 
thrive and flourish, and establishing the 
country as a global leader in the space. 

Challenges 
▪ National security concern is sometimes 

undermining the rights based perspective 
of the judgement and data protection. 
Certain developments by the government 
for data protection and national security 
like the following remain a hurdle to this 
judgement; 

1. The Ministry of Home Affairs, in 
December last year, authorised 10 Central 
agencies to “intercept, monitor and 
decrypt any information generated, 
transmitted, received or stored in any 
computer in the country”.  

2. The Ministry of Information Broadcasting 
had floated a tender for ‘Social Media 
Monitoring Hub’, a technical solution to 
snoop on all social media 
communications, including email. 

3. Project insight of the income tax 
department. 

Way forward 
▪ Hence the debate is revolving around 

rights oriented approach vs. data as a 
public good. Hence more detailed and 
careful balance has to be struck in the 
implementation of various 
recommendations of the Justice 
Srikrishna Committee, economic survey 
etc. without compromising on both the 
right to life and liberty of the citizens as 
well as the collective national security of 
the nation. 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-

ed/privacy-no-longer-

supreme/article29254044.ece3. 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-bottom-up-approach-to-conservation/article29253850.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-bottom-up-approach-to-conservation/article29253850.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-bottom-up-approach-to-conservation/article29253850.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/privacy-no-longer-supreme/article29254044.ece3
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/privacy-no-longer-supreme/article29254044.ece3
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/privacy-no-longer-supreme/article29254044.ece3
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3) Talking trade with the EU  
▪ GS Paper II and III –International 

relations; global trade and investment 
Context –  
▪ As the economy begins to suffer from the 

U.S.-China trade war, it is imperative for 
India to pursue a free trade agreement 
(FTA) with the European Union (EU).   

▪ Moving beyond the U.S. and China, this is 
the right time for India to engage the EU 
as an indispensable democratic partner to 
craft a favourable geo-economic order.  

▪ A series of economic and geo-strategic 
factors make the need for an economic 
deal with the EU more urgent. This is also 
seen in the context of weakening efforts of 
the WTO, and increased slum in the 
automobile sector, data protection 
threats, environmental conservation and 
sustainable development. 

What are factors and need for 
strengthening ties with EU? 

1. India risks being left behind amidst 
collapsing global trade architecture, rising 
protectionism and a new emphasis on 
bilateral FTAs. India is the only major 
power lacking an FTA with any of its top 
trade partners, including the EU, the U.S., 
China and Gulf economies. This situation 
is not tenable as most trade is now driven 
either by FTAs or global value chains. 

2. Stuck in a ‘grey zone’, without preferential 
FTA tariffs or GSP+ status, India will 
struggle to keep exports competitive for 
Europe, its largest trade partner where 
20% of its exports land up. 

3. EU is striking deals with Vietnam and a 
historic FTA with Mercosur countries in 
South America. 

4. India’s status under the EU’s Generalised 
Scheme of Preferences (GSP) will face 
rising competition from Pakistan or Sri 
Lanka, who enjoy GSP+ benefits. 

5. Concerns raised about RCEP gives a new 
impetus to India to concentrate on trade 
with EU. 

6. The automobile industry is facing a global 
slum and countries like Germany, France 
of US as well India whose leading sector is 
automobile needs closer cooperation. This 
can be achieved by speeding the process 
of BTIA where investments could be 
infused. 

7. Given the global need for sustainable 
development and alternative 
technologies, collaboration with the EU by 
means of FTAs would serve the purpose 
of attaining BS-VI, and various other 
alternative energy resources. 

Significance 
▪ New areas like e-commerce have 

registered significant convergence 
because India’s position on data privacy is 
not that different from the EU’s.  

▪ From agriculture to intellectual property, 
the EU and India have quietly been 
exchanging and aligning views. 

▪ The EU also offers India a unique 
regulatory model that balances growth, 
privacy and standards. India’s governance 
framework shares the European norms of 
democratic transparency and multi-
stakeholder participation on a variety of 
new technological domains, from 
regulating artificial intelligence to 5G 
networks.  

▪ Hence Europe is a strategic partner to 
uphold a multipolar order, it must go 
beyond security and begin with the 
business of trade and technology. 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-

ed/talking-trade-with-the-

eu/article29262169.ece 

 4) A judicial overreach into 
matters of regulation  

▪ GS Paper II – Polity and Governance 
 Context –  
▪ Judiciary through Public Interest 

Litigations (PILs) has continuously 
expanded scope of issues considered in 
PILs.   

▪ The judiciary has started to deliberate on 
a policy question which is under the 
purview of the central government. For 
example: 

▪ The Madras High Court has been hearing 
a PIL petition since 2018 that initially 
asked the court to declare the linking of 
Aadhaar with a government identity proof 
as mandatory for registering email and 
social media accounts.  

▪ The petitioners, victims of online bullying, 
went to the court because they found that 
law enforcement agencies were inefficient 
at investigating cybercrimes, especially 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/talking-trade-with-the-eu/article29262169.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/talking-trade-with-the-eu/article29262169.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/talking-trade-with-the-eu/article29262169.ece
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when it came to gathering information 
about pseudonymous accounts on major 
online platforms. This case brings out 
some of the most odious trends in policy 
making in India. 

 Judicial overreach – examples 
▪ The Madras High Court started to 

deliberate on a policy question with a 
wide-ranging impact: Should Aadhaar is 
linked with social media accounts? 

▪ Consider a question that is even further 
out of its purview: Should platforms like 
WhatsApp that provide encrypted 
services allow forms of “traceability” to 
enable finding the originator of content?  

▪  ‘Aadhaar linking’ is becoming 
increasingly a refrain whenever any 
matter even loosely related to 
identification or investigation of crime is 
brought up.  

▪ This brings the role of the judiciary as a 
regulator under scrutiny which is 
otherwise to be under the governance and 
legal framework. 

What can be done? 
1. Strengthening the role of governance 

mechanisms by formulating efficient data 
protection law. 

2. Subsequently equipping the law 
enforcement agencies with apt 
technology, investigation protocols and 
skills to look into data security issues and 
cybercrime. 

3. To get information from social media 
based in foreign jurisdictions; the 
government has to rely on international 
agreements. For example, the hurdles 
posed by the Mutual Legal Assistance 
treaty between India and the U.S. 

4. India should push for fairer executive 
agreements possible under instruments 
like the United States’ Clarifying Lawful 
Overseas Use of Data (CLOUD) Act 

5. Bring our surveillance laws in line with 
international human rights standards 
through reforms. The central government 
must engage in policy decision on such 
issues of data localisation by having more 
bilateral agreements and by aligning our 
domestic cyber laws in line with 
international human rights standards. 

▪ Hence such policy initiatives will be 
effective in checking the threats of 
cybercrime and data insecurity in the 

given context of largest social media using 
population and digital economy. The 
rights aspects and constitutional morality 
of these aspects can be left to the 
judiciary. 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-

judicial-overreach-into-matters-of-

regulation/article29262148.ece 

5) Rediscovering development 
banks  

▪ GS Paper III – Economy; Banking 
system; Development 

Context –  
▪ The Finance Minister announced a slew of 

measures to boost the economy and 
financial market sentiments. One such 
was setting up a development bank. 

▪ “In order to improve access to long-term 
finance, it is proposed to establish an 
organisation to provide credit 
enhancement for infrastructure and 
housing projects, particularly in the 
context of India now not having a 
development bank and also for the need 
for us to have an institutional mechanism. 
So, this will enhance debt flow toward 
such projects.” 

What are development banks? 
▪ Development banks are financial 

institutions that provide long-term credit 
for capital-intensive investments spread 
over a long period and yielding low rates 
of return, such as urban infrastructure, 
mining and heavy industry, and irrigation 
systems.  

▪ Such banks often lend at low and stable 
rates of interest to promote long-term 
investments with considerable social 
benefits. Development banks are also 
known as term-lending institutions or 
development finance institutions. 

▪ The funding mechanism for development 
banks - long-term sources of finance, 
usually obtained by issuing long-dated 
securities in capital markets, subscribed 
by long-term savings institutions such as 
pension and life insurance funds and post 
office deposits. Development banks are 
often supported by governments or 
international institutions.  

▪ Such support can be in the form of tax 
incentives and administrative mandates 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-judicial-overreach-into-matters-of-regulation/article29262148.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-judicial-overreach-into-matters-of-regulation/article29262148.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-judicial-overreach-into-matters-of-regulation/article29262148.ece
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for private sector banks and financial 
institutions to invest in securities issued 
by development banks. 

▪ International models of development 
banks – an analysis of the significance and 
structure to be adopted for development 
banks 

1. Anglo-Saxon financial system. Historically, 
in the U.K. and the U.S., such a debt 
market took root to fund expansion of the 
market economy and colonial 
investments in the 19th century, such as 
financing of railways worldwide. 

2. Industrialisation of continental Europe 
and Asia was, however, financed under 
the aegis of German-type universal banks 
(providing long- and short-term credit) 
and state-sponsored (or guaranteed) 
development banks underwriting the 
risks of long-term credit. 

3. A Ukrainian economic historian at 
Harvard University, famously theorised 
that the greater the backwardness of a 
country, the greater the role of the state in 
economic development, particularly in 
providing long-term finance to catch up 
with the advanced economies in the 
shortest possible time. 

4. During the Great Depression in the 1930s, 
John Maynard Keynes argued that when 
business confidence is low on account of 
an uncertain future with low-interest 
rates, the government can set up a 
National Investment Bank to mop up the 
society’s savings and make it available for 
long-term development by the private 
sector and local governments. 

5. China’s development banks — the 
Agricultural Development Bank of China, 
China Development Bank, and the Export-
Import Bank of China — have been at the 
forefront of financing its industrial 
prowess 

Indian scenario 
▪ IFCI, previously the Industrial Finance 

Corporation of India, was set up in 1949 
which was India’s first development bank 
for financing industrial investments. In 
1964, IDBI was set up as an apex body of 
all development finance institutions. 

Challenges faced – 
▪ Domestic saving rate was low, and capital 

market was absent, development finance 
institutions were financed by  

(i) lines of credit from the Reserve Bank 
of India (that is, some of its profits were 
channelled as long-term credit); and  
(ii) Statutory Liquidity Ratio bonds, into 
which commercial banks had to invest a 
proportion of their deposits. 

▪ Short-term bank deposits got transformed 
into long-term resources for development 
banks. The missing capital market was 
made up by an administrative fiat. 

▪ Development banks got discredited for 
mounting non-performing assets 

▪ After 1991, following the Narasimha 
Committee reports on financial sector 
reforms; development finance institutions 
were disbanded and got converted to 
commercial banks. The result was a steep 
fall in long-term credit from tenure of 10-
15 years to five years. 

Way forward –  
▪ Therefore careful considerations of these 

financing aspects has to be woven into a 
robust structure of these banks which 
would be the torchbearers of 
development at all levels, local and 
industrial, navigating the problem of 
NPAs and credit crunch. 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-

ed/rediscovering-development-

banks/article29271773.ece 

 6) Democracy and its 
discontent  

▪ GS Paper II – Polity and Governance; 
Democratic institutions 

 Context –  
▪ Worldwide democracy is built on it 

institutions is becoming increasingly 
ineffective. Eg. Of unstable governments 
because or majority party not in power, 
weaker coalitions, judicial overreach into 
legislative and executive arena, 
democracy being reduced to only 
electoral politics etc. hence it becomes 
important to relook and evolve new 
perspectives and institutions of 
democracy according to the dynamics of 
the new world order. 

 Democracy in India 
▪ The constitution visualizes a democracy 

which is based on universal adult suffrage 
and free and fair elections, and on the 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/rediscovering-development-banks/article29271773.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/rediscovering-development-banks/article29271773.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/rediscovering-development-banks/article29271773.ece
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other hand bats for social and economic 
democracy. 

▪ Pillars of Indian democracy – elections, 
parliamentary government, republic, 
fundamental rights, special provisions for 
backward classes and areas, independent 
judiciary etc. 

Problems in Indian democracy 
▪ Majoritarian democracy - The policy of 

such a Govt is not designed to find 
solutions for complex problems with 
many points of view and it becomes as 
authoritarian as a dictatorial one.  

▪ It can deny minorities their rights for 
their views to be considered while 
framing laws and resolving contentious 
issues. Thus, a government elected by a 
majority can justify the exclusion of the 
minority. 

▪ In a popular democracy too much 
attention has been given to the vertical 
institutions required for people to elect 
their leaders and too little to the lateral 
institutions which brings stability and 
harmony.  For e.g. – social audit, giving 
legitimacy to civil society organizations 
etc. 

▪ Left-wing and right wing politics is on the 
rise. 

▪ As a consequence of the above problem 
judiciary is entering the policy making 
structure. E.g. LGBTQ rights, Vishaka 
guidelines, Sabrimala issue etc. 

▪ Poor governance – lack of 
implementation of various laws 
accumulate and grievance of the public 
once again it going to the tables of 
judiciary where it is considered as 
overstepping. Etc. NGT guidelines etc. 

▪ Referendums – these though may look as 
effective tool of good governance and 
public participation; it has a threat of 
running into populist campaigning and 
propaganda. 

▪ Dilution of the parliamentary 
deliberations – constantly frequent 
walkouts, defections, criminalization of 
politics, office of profit issue etc. has 
declined the power of legislature and is 
missing out on the moral responsibility of 
people’s representation in our 
parliamentary form of government. 

▪ The various tiers of government and 
federal structure is also weakening. 

▪ Therefore democracy is being reduced to 
merely elections and electioneering in our 
country. 

Way forward 
▪ Democracy needs architecture of 

institutions – both vertical and horizontal. 
Other institutions give lateral binders that 
give strength and stability to the 
democratic structures. Good governance 
requires effective methods for people’s 
participation. Voters should be educated – 
political and electoral education is 
mandatory. 

Three layers of institutions – a model for 
democracy 

▪ At the bottom is the public space: in this 
space people must be free to speak up if 
they want to. If they are supplemented by 
information and support of the social 
media, this base can expand. 

▪ On the top is the layer of constitutional 
institutions — parliaments, courts, etc. 
Political middles are thinning in 
democracies everywhere. 

▪ Strengthening governance and democracy 
at the same time is to strengthen the 
middle layer of institutions within 
democracies that lie between the open 
public sphere and formal government 
institutions. These are spaces where 
citizens with diverse views can listen to 
each other, and understand the whole 
system of which they are only parts. 
Neither elected assemblies nor social 
media provide such spaces. 

▪ Therefore it is imperative for India to 
build an intermediate level, unofficial or 
semi-official institutions for non-partisan 
deliberation amongst concerned citizens. 
The government must give more space for 
such institutions to form and operate. 

7)  Murder most foul  
▪ GS Paper II – Social issues; honour killing 
 Context –  
▪ The use of murderous violence in the face 

of imagined threats to family or 
community honour is an unfortunate 
reality in most parts of the country.  

▪ The judgment of the Principal Sessions 
Court, Kottayam, Kerala, awarding life 
imprisonment to 10 men involved in the 
abduction and murder of Kevin Joseph, a 
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23-year-old Dalit Christian, in May 2018. 
This brings the issue of honour killing into 
focus. 

 What is honour killing? 
▪ The term ‘honour killing’ is being used 

widely to describe the class of murders 
that family members commit while 
seeking to impose on young couples their 
medieval view that all marriages should 
be within their community. 

The issue –  
▪ This has been a direct act of ingress into 

the fundamental rights of citizens of right 
to life and liberty, freedom of personal 
choice and privacy, right to equality etc. it 
is also a criminal act of murder under the 
IPC.  

▪ Discrimination against Dalits is not 
limited to Hindu communities listed as 
Scheduled Castes, but extends to those 
who have converted to other religions too 

▪ Supreme Court which has been 
intervening repeatedly to preserve the 
freedom of marital choice of individuals, 
once remarked that there is no ‘honour’ in 
‘honour killing’.  

▪ Various judgments have highlighted the 
need to come down on such crimes, as 
well as the social structures that keep 
such a communal outlook alive. There is a 
Supreme Court judgment allowing trial 
courts to deem ‘honour killings’ as those 
that fall under the ‘rarest of rare cases’ 
category. 

 Law - 

Existing Penalties under Indian Penal 
Code: 

▪ Sections 299-304: Penalises any person 
guilty of murder and culpable homicide 
not amounting to murder.   

▪ The punishment for murder is life 
sentence or death and fine.  The 
punishment for culpable homicide not 
amounting to murder is life 
imprisonment or imprisonment for up to 
10 years and fine. 

▪ Section 307: Penalises attempt to 
murder with imprisonment for up to 10 
years and a fine.  If a person is hurt, the 
penalty can extend to life imprisonment. 

▪ Section 308: Penalises attempt to 
commit culpable homicide by 
imprisonment for up to 3 years or with 

fine or with both.  If it causes hurt, the 
person shall be imprisoned for up to 7 
years or fined or both. 

▪ Section 120A and B: Penalises any 
person who is a party to a criminal 
conspiracy. 

▪ Sections 107-116: Penalises persons for 
abetment of offences including murder 
and culpable homicide. 

▪ Section 34 and 35: Penalises criminal 
acts done by several persons in 
furtherance of common intention. 

 

Arguments favouring 
new law 

Arguments against 
new law 

▪ Making the crime of 
honour killing a 
separate offence 
would help bring more 
clarity for law 
enforcement agencies. 

▪ One of the proposals is 
to amend the Indian 
Evidence Act to put 
the burden of proof on 
the accused.  Thus, the 
khap panchayat or the 
family members 
would be responsible 
for proving their 
innocence. 

▪ There would be joint 
liability under the 
proposed new 
law.  The khap 
panchayat (or any 
group ordering 
honour killings) and 
the person who 
carries out the killing 
would be jointly liable 
for punishment. 

▪ The existing penalty 
for the offence of 
murder is sufficient if 
they are 
implemented strictly 
and effectively. 

▪ A new set of laws 
would not deter 
honour killings 
because the basic 
issue is social 
sanction for acts 
committed to curtail 
same gotra marriage, 
inter-caste marriage, 
and inter-religion 
marriage. 

▪ Need for creating 
awareness among 
traditional 
communities through 
education. 

▪ Holding khap 
panchayats  collectiv
ely accountable can 
be detrimental to 
members who do not 
support such 
killing.  Also, it could 
be misused for 
vindictive agendas. 

Way forward – 
▪ At a time when caste groups have become 

politically organised and caste 
associations attract the young and 
educated, there is a need for a redoubled 
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effort to eliminate the evils of a stratified 
society. In particular, administrators must 
give full effect to the various preventive, 
remedial and punitive measures 
recommended by the Supreme Court. The 
Centre may also examine the need for a 
comprehensive law to curb killings in the 
name of honour and prohibit interference 
in matrimonial choice of individuals. 

 
▪ https://www.prsindia.org/theprsblog/ho

nour-killings-are-we-prepared-tackle-
problem 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/edit
orial/murder-most-
foul/article29282082.ece 

8) Tinkering for optics  
GS paper III –Economy; foreign direct 

investment 
Context –  
▪ The cabinet has recently approved 

changes in the investment guidelines, 
especially the foreign direct investment. 
Concerned by economic slowdown, 
earlier this month, the RBI pointed out 
that net FDI flows had moderated to $6.8 
billion over the first two months of the 
current fiscal year, from $7.9 billion in 
April-May 2018.  

▪ And with Prime Minister having set a goal 
of ensuring India becomes a $5 trillion 
economy within the next five years, the 
overall consumptive capacity needs to be 
raised manifold to undergird demand 
growth.  

Background  
▪ Global FDI inflows have been facing 

headwinds for the last few years. As per 
UNCTAD's World Investment Report 
2019, global foreign direct investment 
(FDI) flows slid by 13% in 2018, to US 
$1.3 trillion from US $1.5 trillion the 
previous year - the third consecutive 
annual decline.  

▪ Despite the dim global picture, India 
continues to remain a preferred and 
attractive destination for global FDI 
flows.  In Union Budget 2019-20, Finance 
Minister proposed to further consolidate 
the gains under FDI in order to make 
India a more attractive FDI destination. 

▪ Accordingly, the Government has decided 
to introduce a number of amendments in 
the FDI Policy. 

Major Impact and Benefits from FDI 
Policy Reform 

i. The changes in FDI policy will result in 
making India a more attractive FDI 
destination, leading to benefits of 
increased investments, employment and 
growth. 

ii. In the coal sector, for sale of coal, 100% 
FDI under automatic route for coal 
mining, activities including associated 
processing infrastructure will attract 
international players to create an efficient 
and competitive coal market. 

iii. Further, manufacturing through contract 
contributes equally to the objective of 
Make in India. FDI now being permitted 
under automatic route in contract 
manufacturing will be a big boost to 
Manufacturing sector in India. 

iv. Easing local sourcing norms for FDI in 
Single Brand Retail Trading (SBRT) was 
announced in Union Budget Speech of the 
Finance Minister. This will lead to greater 
flexibility and ease of operations for SBRT 
entities, besides creating a level playing 
field for companies with higher exports in 
a base year. In addition, permitting online 
sales prior to opening of brick and mortar 
stores brings policy in sync with current 
market practices. Online sales will also 
lead to creation of jobs in logistics, digital 
payments, customer care, training and 
product skilling. 

v. The extant FDI policy provides for 49% 
FDI under approval route in Up-linking of 
'News & Current Affairs' TV Channels. It 
has been decided to permit 26% FDI 
under government route for uploading/ 
streaming of News & Current Affairs 
through Digital Media, on the lines of 
print media. 

vi. The above amendments to the FDI Policy 
are meant to liberalize and simplify the 
FDI policy to provide ease of doing 
business in the country, leading to larger 
FDI inflows and thereby contributing to 
the growth of investment, income and 
employment. 

Critical analysis 

https://www.prsindia.org/theprsblog/honour-killings-are-we-prepared-tackle-problem
https://www.prsindia.org/theprsblog/honour-killings-are-we-prepared-tackle-problem
https://www.prsindia.org/theprsblog/honour-killings-are-we-prepared-tackle-problem
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/murder-most-foul/article29282082.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/murder-most-foul/article29282082.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/murder-most-foul/article29282082.ece
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▪ The tweaks to investment norms on coal 
appear at first flush to be a win-win for 
the economy at large and the coal 
industry, the environmental costs of 
focusing on one of the most polluting 
fossil fuels notwithstanding.  

▪ For foreign mining companies to make a 
beeline to pitheads several related 
regulatory and market challenges will 
have to be addressed post-haste. Large 
miners will need economies of scale and 
so require access to large contiguous 
fields with minimal bureaucratic 
constraints on operations.  

▪ Therefore more reforms are needed and 
ground level operational ease has to be 
ensured to reap the benefits of the latest 
FDI policy.  

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/edit
orial/tinkering-for-optics-on-fdi-rule-
changes/article29291715.ece 

▪ https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.
aspx?relid=192846 

9) Big bang theory  
▪ GS paper III – Economy; banking 

system; bank merger 
Context – 
▪ The Finance Minister announced a big 

consolidation of public sector banks: 10 
public sector banks to be merged into 
four. Under the scheme of amalgamation, 
Indian Bank will be merged with 
Allahabad Bank (anchor bank - Indian 
Bank); PNB, OBC and United Bank to be 
merged (PNB will be the anchor bank); 
Union Bank of India, Andhra Bank and 
Corporation Bank to be merged (anchor 
bank - Union Bank of India); and Canara 
Bank and Syndicate Bank to be merged 
(anchor bank - Canara Bank). In place of 
27 public sector banks in 2017, there will 
be 12 public sector banks after the latest 
round of consolidation of PSU banks. 

▪ Rationale behind the consolidation - to 
create banks of global level that can 
leverage economies of scale and balance 

sheet size to serve the needs of a $5-
trillion economy by 2025. 

Narasimhan committee 
recommendations 1990: 

▪ The merger of strong public sector banks. 
▪ Selective closure of weak ones. 
▪ separation of the regulatory and 

supervisory powers now vested with the 
Reserve Bank  

▪ Increase in capital adequacy levels. 
Significance: 
▪ Banks will have strong national presence 

and enhanced risk appetite. It will make 
management accountable to board, by the 
board committee of nationalised banks to 
appraise performance of general manager 
and above including managing director.  

▪ This will enhance the operational 
efficiency. The biggest plus of the mergers 
is that they will create banks of scale — 
there are too many banks in India with 
sizes that are minuscule by global 
standards with their growth constricted 
by their inability to expand. 

Analysis: 
▪ Mergers are driven by synergies — in 

products, costs, business, geography or 
technology and most importantly, cost 
synergies. Unless they realise cost 
synergies through branch and staff 
rationalisation, mergers may not mean 
much to them or to the economy.   

▪ The major challenge of staff 
rationalization remains. The advantage of 
big scale has to be leveraged by adequate 
reforms in governance and management 
of these banks.  

▪ https://www.business-
standard.com/article/specials/merger-of-
strong-banks-essential-narasimham-
198042401101_1.html 

▪ https://www.livemint.com/news/india/p
nb-obc-and-united-bank-to-be-merged-
nirmala-sitharaman-
1567158678718.html 

▪ https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/edit
orial/big-bank-
theory/article29302726.ece
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RSTV Big Picture 

1) RBI’s SURPLUS  
Context –  
▪ The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) decided 

to transfer a record Rs 1,23,414 crore of 
its surplus to the central government for 
the fiscal year 2018-19 or FY19 (July to 
June), and an additional Rs 52,637 crore 
of excess provisions as recommended by 
Bimal Jalan committee on Economic 
Capital Framework (ECF). The surplus 
transfer, commonly called “dividend”, is 
almost double the previous record of Rs 
65,896 crore. In the previous year, the RBI 
transferred Rs 50,000 crore. 

▪ In the context of economic slowdown and 
several other changes in the economic 
policies, this huge transfer is analyzed 
critically. 

Problems in the current economic 
situation: 

1. Automobile industry slowdown with 
almost lay-off 350000 employees. 

2. Reduced tax buoyancy and higher GST 
3. Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) 

sector under stress. 
4. Household consumption very low and 

household budget is under stress. 
5. Credit crunch – IFSL problem 
6. Slowdown in mass consumption and 

subdued investment rates. 
7. Mass consumption not matching the GDP 

growth, i.e. income inequality. 
8. Medium term trend of wage suppression. 
9. GDP growth rate touching the lowest of 

5%. 
10. Stressed public sector banks. 
Bimal Jalan committee recommendation: 

i. RBI’s economic capital: The Committee 
reviewed the status, need and justification 
of the various reserves, risk provisions 
and risk buffers maintained by the RBI 
and recommended their continuance. A 
clearer distinction between the two 
components of economic capital (realized 
equity and revaluation balances) was also 
recommended by the Committee as 
realized equity could be used for meeting 
all risks/ losses as they were primarily 
built up from retained earnings, while 

revaluation balances could be reckoned 
only as risk buffers against market risks 
as they represented unrealized valuation 
gains and hence were not distributable.  

ii. Risk provisioning for market risk: The 
Committee has recommended the 
adoption of Expected Shortfall (ES) 
methodology under stressed conditions 
(in place of the extant Stressed-Value at 
Risk) for measuring the RBI’s market risk 
on which there was growing consensus 
among central banks as well as 
commercial banks over the recent years. 
While central banks are seen to be 
adopting ES at 99 percent confidence 
level (CL), the Committee has 
recommended the adoption of a target of 
ES 99.5 per cent CL keeping in view the 
macroeconomic stability requirements. In 
view of the cyclical volatility of the RBI’s 
revaluation balances, a downward risk 
tolerance limit (RTL) of 97.5 per cent CL 
has also been articulated. Both levels 
were stress-tested for their adequacy by 
the Committee. 

iii.  Size of Realized Equity: The Committee 
recognized that the RBI’s provisioning for 
monetary, financial and external stability 
risks is the country’s savings for a ‘rainy 
day’ (a monetary/ financial stability 
crisis) which has been consciously 
maintained with the RBI in view of its role 
as the Monetary Authority and the Lender 
of Last Resort. Realized equity is also 
required to cover credit risk and 
operational risk. This risk provisioning 
made primarily from retained earnings is 
cumulatively referred to as the Contingent 
Risk Buffer (CRB) and has been 
recommended to be maintained within a 
range of 6.5 per cent to 5.5 percent of the 
RBI’s balance sheet, comprising 5.5 to 4.5 
per cent for monetary and financial 
stability risks and 1.0 per cent for credit 
and operational risks. Further, any 
shortfall in revaluation balances vis-à-vis 
the market risk RTL would add to the 
requirement for realized equity. The 
Committee also recommended the 
development of methodologies for 
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assessing the concentration risk of the 
forex portfolio as well as jointly assessing 
the RBI’s market-credit risk. 

iv. Surplus Distribution Policy: The 
Committee has recommended a surplus 
distribution policy which targets the level 
of realized equity to be maintained by the 
RBI, within the overall level of its 
economic capital vis-à-vis the earlier 
policy which targeted total economic 
capital level alone. Only if realized equity 
is above its requirement, will the entire 
net income be transferable to the 
Government. If it is below the lower 
bound of requirement, risk provisioning 
will be made to the extent necessary and 
only the residual net income (if any) 
transferred to the Government. Within 
the range of CRB, i.e., 6.5 to 5.5 percent of 
the balance sheet, the Central Board will 
decide on the level of risk provisioning. 

Analysis 
▪ The large surplus in 2018-19 is mainly 

due to revenues earned from open market 
operations amounting to 3 lakh crore. 
“The committee has actually taken a very 
conservative approach in maintaining the 
equity This surplus transfer is facing 
several challenges: 

i. It is perceived as revenue reserve hence 
like a recurring aspect. 

ii. This surplus is like inter-generational 
equity which may exhaust the savings. 

iii. As it is the monetization of reserves rupee 
depreciation may have an effect on it. 

iv. The resource crunch situation of 
government 

v. The idea that RBI’s independence is being 
eroded. 

 Advantages – 
▪ This surplus would give elbow room for 

the government to bring in fresh capital 
into the system. 

▪ This augments the non-tax revenue of the 
government. The transfer of surplus from 
the RBI should help offset the expected 
shortfalls in various tax revenues in FY20 
and aid the government in meeting its 
fiscal deficit target. 

▪ It is like a huge dividend payment to the 
government therefore not much of 
concern. 

▪ Bank recapitalization can happen in a big 
way which is the need of the hour. 

Way forward 
▪ Though the RBI belongs to the 

government, integrity of the balance sheet 
is important to ensure financial stability 
and to combat market risk. As RBI is the 
lender of last resort it has to maintain 
some contingency risk buffer to insure the 
economy against any tall risk of financial 
stability in the face of the current global 
crisis. Our Indian rupee is a reserve in 
many countries which shows that the 
surplus transfer is not a big concern to be 
worried about as a depletion of reserves. 

▪ However, it is important for the 
government to utilize this money wisely 
in areas like infrastructure, automobile 
industry, and transfer to MUDRA, 
NABARD, and SIDBI etc. which has the 
potential of kick starting consumption 
demand by way of MSME. This would 
bring line the demand side problem of our 
economy and employment problem. 

▪ https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_Press
ReleaseDisplay.aspx?prid=47983 

▪ https://www.business-
standard.com/article/economy-
policy/rbi-approves-a-record-rs-1-76-
trillion-surplus-transfer-to-government-
119082601296_1.html 

2) RISING OCEANS, SINKING 
CITIES  

▪ GS PAPER III- environment and disaster 
management 

Context –  
▪ According to a draft report of the United 

Nations Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change destructive changes have 
already been set in motion.  

▪ The draft report says that even with the 
most optimistic emission reduction 
scenario, by the year 2050 many low lying 
megacities and small island nations will 
experience extreme sea level events every 
year. Report says that the big four - 
United States of America, China, India and 
European Union will face most 
devastating fall out of the ocean and ice 
related impacts of climate change. 

▪ With rapid increase in destructive 
phenomena worldwide and the nations in 
the process of updating their efforts in 
COP 14, there is a need for a closer look. 

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_PressReleaseDisplay.aspx?prid=47983
https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_PressReleaseDisplay.aspx?prid=47983
https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/rbi-approves-a-record-rs-1-76-trillion-surplus-transfer-to-government-119082601296_1.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/rbi-approves-a-record-rs-1-76-trillion-surplus-transfer-to-government-119082601296_1.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/rbi-approves-a-record-rs-1-76-trillion-surplus-transfer-to-government-119082601296_1.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/rbi-approves-a-record-rs-1-76-trillion-surplus-transfer-to-government-119082601296_1.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/rbi-approves-a-record-rs-1-76-trillion-surplus-transfer-to-government-119082601296_1.html
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 What is the current situation? 
▪ The following environmental phenomena 

are on the rise and indicating destructive 
trends for especially low lying nations and 
cities around the world: 

1. 400 million tons glacier melting every 
year. 

2. Increase in frequency and intensity of 
ocean heat wave phenomena i.e. surface 
level temperature high for 2-5days. 

3. Global climate change 
4. The chemistry of ocean is also changing. 

i.e. the carbon sink aspect. 
5. Ecological refugees to be in large numbers 

completely implicating political and socio-
economic problems worldwide. 

The global response to it: 
▪ Presently China is the biggest emitter 

which is twice the capacity of the next big 
emitter, the USA. But it is observed that by 
engaging in trade wars, the efforts and 
intention towards controlling global 
warming seems to be on the backburner. 
The developing nations on the other hand 
example Brazil, Bolivia in the Amazon 
forest burning issue has expressed their 
priority of development over 
environmental concern. 

▪ On the other hand the sinking island 
nations in the pacific, Indonesia are 
fighting for their place in the climate 
change control efforts like reducing the 
temperature increase to 1.5 degree 
Celsius, shifting capital of Jakarta to 
Borneo island and looking out for places 
for mass migration with a huge economic 
constraints. 

India’s position 
▪ We are one among the 4 largest emitters 

but comparatively in the most vulnerable 
position for destruction. Given the scale of 
emissions and its mismatch with the 
magnitude of the problem it is needed for 
India to engage in leadership roles and 
press hard on environmental diplomacy. 

▪ We are in the pace of achieving our 
targets of emission cuts like faster 
adoption of renewable energy, forest 
cover etc. however being in the phase of 
fast economic growth and with huge 
demographic dividend. 

▪ Hence it is needed for our country to 
adopt models of sustainable development 

rather than following the developed 
countries pathway like: 

▪ Developing sustainable cheaper railways 
as an engine for development. By doing so 
we would be a model for the other 
developing countries to follow suit. 

▪ Funding and investing in local 
communities and empowering them to 
mitigate the risk and develop traditional 
and newer models of conservation. 

▪ Efforts like international solar alliance are 
one such example. 

Way forward 
▪ There are two aspects to be looked into 

currently: 
▪ Adaptation efforts to be prepared for the 

evitable disaster already set in place – 
efforts to handle mass migration and 
related issues, 

▪ Delaying the calamity and reducing the 
intensity of it – faster adopting of 
renewable energy etc. 

▪ Ultimately aggressive and dramatic 
change in the intentions and efforts form 
the individual capacity and it percolating 
into the society at the international level 
every country recognizing and accepting 
their roles and moral responsibility and 
undertaking efforts in war footing will 
culminate in coordinated efforts would 
alone result in mitigating and managing 
this catastrophic event. 

▪ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQn
Umopftow&pbjreload=10 

 

3) Big bank reforms  
▪ GS PAPER III – Economy; banking system 

reforms 
 Context –  
▪ Half a century after the nationalization of 

banks, the central government has now 
announced a mega plan to merge 10 
public sector banks into four large 
entities. This will bring down the total 
number public Sector Banks in the 
country to 12 from 27 in 2017.  

▪ Punjab National Bank, Oriental Bank of 
Commerce and United Bank of India will 
merge to become the second largest bank 
after SBI. Canara Bank and Syndicate 
Bank merger will create 5th largest lender 
of the country and the merger of Union 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQnUmopftow&pbjreload=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQnUmopftow&pbjreload=10
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Bank, Andhra Bank and Corporation Bank 
will create 6 largest Bank.  

▪ Announcing this merger plan Finance 
Minister said this will help in 
consolidating strong national presence 
and global reach of these banks. This was 
followed by 55000 crore rupees 
recapitalization plan for the merged 
entities and 6 other banks enabling them 
to enhance their lending capacity. 

 What does this merger imply? 
▪ To create banks of scale in order to supply 

for the envisioned 5 trillion economies by 
2025 is the rationale behind this 
merger.  For this rationale to be realized it 
is required for the banks to be more 
competitive in credit supply, customer 
services, standardization of processes etc. 

 What are the criteria for this bank 
merger? 

▪ Software similarity used between banks 
▪ Banks to complement each other with 

their structure, geography, capital, 
customer base, etc. 

▪ To attain synergies of cost, scale, staff, 
operations etc. 

▪ The extent of current account and savings 
account balance. 

How to increase the performance matrix 
of the banks? 

▪ According to the Narasimahan committee 
recommendations, this merger was a 
merger of strong banks and not merely 
bad banks. Therefore this big merger is 
for attaining the competitiveness and 
standardization of banks in order to 
match the investment needs of our 
economy. 

1. Additional capital infusion in the newly 
created large banks is needed. 

2. Standardization of processes and 
increasing the ease of banking 

3. Reforms in governance. 
4. Bringing technological know-hows into 

the PSBs for governance issues. 
5. The selection of CEO is very important as 

in the current merger situation top 
leadership would bring a  lot of efficiency. 

Impact on the economy: 
▪ Intermediation function to be served well 

from channelizing savings into 
investment in a much more efficient 
manner. 

▪ Capital/credit availability for big project 
paving way for big infrastructure projects 
which are the engines of growth. 

▪ Bringing a variety of services to the retail 
customers will enable the public to widen 
economic activity hence contributing to 
dynamic growth. 

Way forward 
▪ Efforts are required to achieve a steady 

state of these banks form all aspects not 
just recapitalization. 

▪ Entrust global capacities for these big 
banks. 

▪ Product innovation 
▪ Better back end processes. 
▪ Technology up gradation 
▪ Decrease in turnaround time. 
▪ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWR

5zFLenJ4 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWR5zFLenJ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWR5zFLenJ4

